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Abstract 
 
 The large-scale fire test specified in ASTM Standard E 2307 is used to evaluate a 

perimeter fire in a building.  It is used to predict flame spread through a building‟s exterior but 

not via windows through a phenomenon known as leap frogging.  This project developed 

computer-based tools to assist in the development of modifications to ASTM E 2307 to account 

for leap frogging.  We used the Computational Fluid Dynamics model Fire Dynamics Simulator 

for this task.  As a result of our work the ASTM task group modifying ASTM E 2307 will be able 

to look at the effect of test apparatus geometry modifications including spandrel height and 

window size, height and width, on the propensity for leap frogging. 
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1 Executive Summary 
 
 High-rise buildings are among the safest structures when dealing with fire.  Less than 

one percent of fatalities due to fires occur in high-rise buildings, and very few fires result in 

significant damages.  Part of the success of high-rise buildings is due to their perimeter fire 

containment systems.  At every location where two components, such as steel beams or floor 

slabs are located, fire safing is what provides the fire containment.  Yet there are still cases in 

which fires have spread multiple stories, such as the First Interstate Bank fire in Los Angeles, 

CA in 1988.  The fire was able to spread by a phenomena referred to as the leap frog effect. 

 The leap frog effect is the ability of a fire to spread to upwards around the perimeter 

containment system.  This means that a fire in the room of origin can grow enough to cause the 

window in that room to fall-out.  Once this window has fallen out, hot gases and flames are 

vented to the exterior of the building.  After the temperature of the fire has increased enough 

and the exterior face of the building has experience sufficient heat fluxes, the window of the 

story above the room of origin could fail, resulting in the spread of the fire to the upper floor.   

 The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) has a test procedure to 

determine the fire resistance of building perimeter containment systems due to external spread 

of fire.  However, this test standard does not address the leap frog effect.  In order to determine 

if the current ASTM E 2037 test standard is adequate to test for the leap frog effect, a 

computational fluid dynamics computer program called Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) was 

used to create a model of the current test setup.  The model was designed around the 

requirements set forth in the test standard to provide a representative computer simulation.  

 Once the current ASTM E 2307 test standard was properly simulated, the next step 

was to see how the dimensions of the window opening in the test setup affected the propagation 

of flame from said opening and how that affected the heat release rate onto the exterior 

wall.  Based on experimental work that had been performed in the past by Igor Oleszkiewicz 
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(Oleszkiewicz, 1989), variable window dimensions were chosen to be simulated.  The windows 

tested included a square window to use a control, two wide windows, and two tall narrow 

windows to determine the effect of window shape on flame propagation.  The variations in 

window dimensions would then be compared to the ASTM test model to determine which had 

the best probability of recreating a leap frog scenario. 

 Using FDS simulation data, it was found that the computer model was able to closely 

predict the temperatures obtained by the ASTM standard‟s measurements.  Two different sized 

mesh simulations were run in order to check the accuracy for a finer mesh as well.  The 

temperature of the first exterior thermocouple above the top of the window can be seen in 

Figure 1.  The percent difference of the temperatures for this thermocouple never exceeds 

7.09%. 

 

Figure 1: Time-Temperature Curve for First Exterior Thermocouple 

 
 Next the window dimensions were varied in the model to analyze the effect of fire 

propagation with different window shapes and sizes.  Figure 2 shows the flame profile of the 

different window shapes that were run in the simulations.  The wide windows saw a flame profile 

that stayed close to the exterior wall as if it the flames were climbing up the wall.  The square 
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window‟s flame profile was slightly detached from the wall, but the taller windows flame profile 

was much more detached compared to the other shaped windows.  

 

 

Figure 2: Window Shape Flame Profiles 

 
 Since the wide windows‟ flame profile was closer to the exterior wall, the heat fluxes on 

the wall for these simulations were much higher compared to the square and tall windows.  

Using heat flux predictions seen in the Smokeview animations, estimations were made for the 

height above the top of the window in which glass fall-out could be expected.  Previous research 

has shown for exterior fires that there is a slight possibility of glass fall-out at 9 kW/m2, and a 

fairly significant change of fall-out at 35 kW/m2.  Also flame height estimations were made as 

well in order to judge each simulations propensity for leap frogging.  The data gathered for each 

simulation can be seen in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Window Dimension Result Values 

 

Window Size 

Flame 

Height 

(ft.) 

 

Flame Profile 

Height above window 

with heat flux greater 

than 9 kW/m
2
 

(ft.) 

Height above window 

with heat flux greater 

than 35 kW/m
2
 

(ft.) 

ASTM Standard 

(2.5 x 6.5 ft.) 

5.5 Against wall 10+ 3 

3 x 3 ft. 

Square 

3.8 Slightly away 

from wall 

3.5 1.25 

2.125 x 4.25 ft. 

Wide 

4.5 Against wall 10+ 3 

4.25 x 2.125 ft. 

Tall 

3.4 Far away from 

wall 

3 0 

3.18 x 6.37 ft. 

Wide 

6 Against wall 10+ 3 

6.37 x 3.18 ft. 

Tall 

3.5 Far away from 

wall 

2.5 0 

 

 The 3.18 x 6.37 ft. wide window was show to have the highest heat fluxes on the 

exterior wall in the simulations, as well as the highest flame height.  The ASTM standard has 

very close heat flux values compared to the 3.18 x 6.37 ft. wide window though.  The 

recommendation we have for the ASTM committee is to continue using the current ASTM E 

2307 standard, but to add a window above the test room opening.  This window should be 

placed 3 feet above the top of the window opening, since the heat fluxes at this level reach up to 

35 kW/m2.  This should be high enough to cause probable glass fall-out which could result in 

leap frogging.
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2 Introduction 
 
 The ASTM E 2307 standard is used to evaluate the performance of a perimeter 

containment system, which includes the interface between the perimeter joint system and the 

interior surface of the perimeter wall and the glass to prevent the external spread of flame to the 

room above (ASTM International, 2004).  A building‟s perimeter containment system is 

composed of the exterior curtain wall and the glazing, which is designed to impede the vertical 

spread of fire to higher floors from the room of origin in high-rise buildings.  The test method is 

meant to simulate a fire in a post-flashover condition in a compartment that is venting to the 

exterior.   

 The leap frog effect of fire is the ability of a flame to spread from one floor to the next 

around the building‟s perimeter containment system.  This means that the fire will propagate out 

a window in the fire‟s room of origin and “crawl” up the side of the building.  Once the heat 

release rate of the fire is high enough, between 9 kW/m2 to 35 kW/m2, the window of the room 

above the room of origin will fall out.  This allows for the fire to reach combustibles in this room 

and possibly spread to higher floors.   

 To model the ASTM E 2307 standard, a fire simulation program called Fire Dynamics 

Simulator (FDS) was used to create a model of the current test standard.  Fire Dynamics 

Simulator is a computation fluid dynamics model of fire driven fluid flow created and managed 

by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).  Once the standard had been 

modeled, further simulations were conducted to see how the dimensions of the window opening 

affected the flame propagation and the resulting heat flux on the exterior wall face. 
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3 Literature Review 
  
 Statistics from the National Fire Protection Association help support the fact that tall 

buildings are generally among the safest type of structures (American Architectural 

Manufacturers Association, 2002).  Less than one percent of fatalities due to fires occur in high-

rise buildings, and only a small number of major fires reported damages over $250,000 in tall 

buildings (American Architectural Manufacturers Association, 2002).  The spread of fire, smoke 

and gases between floors should try to be limited in high-rise buildings.  A study conducted in 

1971 showed that ten percent, or 5 out of the 51 high-rise building fires studied, spread outside 

the windows to the upper floors.  The fire protection industry has realized that flame spread via 

exterior openings can lead to fire spread to higher floors. 

3.1 High-Rise Fire Cases 
 
 There have been multiple cases in the past years that have shown what kind of 

damage can be done through fire leap frogging to upper levels of a high-rise building.  During 

1988 in Los Angeles, California, the sixty-two story First Interstate Bank building caught fire on 

the twelfth floor (American Architectural Manufacturers Association, 2002), (Craighead, 2003).  

The fire spread to the sixteenth floor on the building after the combustibles in work stations 

ignited and rapidly grew.  The exterior glass panels began to break which provided additional 

oxygen, and an alternate path for the fire to travel.  The fire vented through broken windows, 

preheating combustibles on floors above and then eventually ignited their contents.  Flames 

also spread through the gap in the joint between the floor/ceiling slab and the curtain wall.  The 

building was being retrofitted with sprinklers at the time, but the system was not operational so 

the fire was free to spread and grow.  The fire was finally contained by firefighters after 3 ½ 

hours. 

 Another example of fire leap frogging multiple floors in a high-rise building was during 

the 1991 fire in the One Meriden Plaza building in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (American 
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Architectural Manufacturers Association, 2002), (Craighead, 2003).  This fire not only helped to 

illustrate the risk of a fire spreading between floors, but also the success of sprinkler systems to 

control a fire.  The fire started on the twenty-second floor of the thirty three story building, and it 

eventually spread up to the thirtieth floor before being brought under control.  Exterior fire 

spread occurred as a result of exterior window breakage, and this was the cited primary means 

of fire spread (O'Connor, 2008). The fire was able to spread to the thirtieth floor due to 

inadequate pressure reducing valves on the building‟s standpipe system, which reduce the 

water pressure to a useable pressure.  The pressure reducing valves on theses floors were set 

too low to produce effective hose streams for the fire department to contain the fire.  The 

thirtieth floor had been fully retrofitted with a sprinkler system which helped bring the fire under 

control after reaching this floor.  The fire caused three firefighter fatalities.  The fire burned for 

more than 19 hours completely consuming the eight floors, and firefighting was abandoned after 

11 hours due to the risk of structural collapse. 

 The John Hancock Center in Chicago Illinois caught fire in 1972, in which a fire started 

on the 96th story of the 100 story building (O'Connor, 2008).  The fire caused damage to the 95th 

through 97th story.  There were one half inch plate glass windows that extended from the floor to 

the ceiling.  Fire entered the 97th story through the window, but was confined to some 

combustibles on a test bench.  There was very little combustible material on the 97th floor, so 

the fire was unable to spread farther through the building after that.  If there were more 

combustible materials near the windows, a more serious fire would most likely have developed. 

In Sao Paulo Brazil, a fire occurred in the Andraus Building in 1972.  The fire started on the 4th 

floor of the building, and then spread externally up the side of the building involving another 24 

floors (O'Connor, 2008).  The fire spread up the open stairs from the 4th and 5th floors involving 

the 6th and 7th floors, which is when the heat started breaking the window glass.  The fire totally 

consumed most areas of the building, and there were a total of 16 fatalities that resulted from 

the fire. The heat from exterior flames ignited combustible ceiling tiles and wood partitions on 
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each floor.  The estimated time for full involvement of each façade after flame had emerged 

from the lower floors was 15 minutes. 

 These few cases of high-rise fires help to illustrate the necessity of understanding and 

controlling the leap frog effect of fire.  Even though a building may have perimeter joint 

protection between floors and the curtain wall, fire still has the possibility to spread to upper 

floors via the exterior of the building.  Properly installed sprinkler systems have been shown to 

help control the spread of leap frogging such as in the One Meriden Plaza building case. 

3.2 High-Rise Fire Behavior 
 
 An opening in a room, such as a window, allows the fire to reach outside as if the 

window was a chimney.  The openings in the room allow the smoke to vent, which heats up the 

air around those openings (Shriver, 2002).  The fire is then drawn towards these warmer areas, 

which also accelerates the fire.  During a fire there is also a positive air pressure in the room 

containing the fire which helps the flames spread outward of the room.  The smoke in the room 

has a relatively high temperature, and a reduced density compared to the air being entrained by 

the fire.  The greater air density in the fire compartment creates a positive air pressure in the 

room which causes the smoke to move through openings in the compartment (American 

Architectural Manufacturers Association, 2002).  The fire is allowed to spread upwards on the 

outside of a building due to an influence that is called the leap frog effect.  Just as the chimney 

effect draws flames due to heated air, the leapfrog effect works similarly.  The floor slab directly 

above the fire creates a thermal void in the room above the room of origin that tends to draw fire 

back into the building (Shriver, 2002).  The ability of flames to come back into a building is 

increased when curtain wall spandrel panels give way.  This leaves a smaller barrier between 

the floor of origin and the floor above it, allowing flames to engage combustibles on the floor 

above more easily.  Even if the curtain wall and floor/ceiling slab joint is fire resistant sealed, 

flames could still spread upwards due to leap frogging.  A diagram of what a leap frogging fire 
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would look like is shown in Figure 3.  The flames and hot gases in the room heat the interior 

surfaces, the curtain wall, and the associated fire barrier materials. (O'Connor, 2008).  Outside 

of the room, the flames and hot gases project from the broken out glazing, and directly impinge 

on the curtain wall exterior face, as well as radiate heat to and through glazed surfaces.   

 

 

Figure 3: Leap Frog Diagram (O'Connor, 2008) 

 
 Much research and testing has been performed to test the fire perimeter protection 

systems put in place in high-rise buildings today.  All buildings in which a fire barrier is required 

by NFPA 5000 and the International Building Codes must be protected by systems previously 

tested using ASTM E 2307.   

 The ASTM E 2307 test features an apparatus in which a burner is located within the 

burn room to simulate a fire while a second burner, activated at five minutes after first burner 

ignition, simulates the growth of the fire to a point where the fire has expanded out of the 
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window.  The purpose of our MQP is to develop computer-based tools to assist in the 

development of modifications to ASTM E 2307 to account for leap frogging. 

 Igor Oleszkiewicz‟s work on Heat Transfer from a Window Fire Plume to a Building 

Façade has led us to find that the dimensions of the window itself create vast differences in the 

measure heat flux.  Once the model we created accurately represented the ASTM E 2307 test, 

we performed tests with varying window sizes, keeping the area of the window roughly the 

same, we can use Oleszkiewicz‟s previously obtained conclusions to confirm our results. Heat 

flux measurements were taken 0.25 meters above the window during tests in which a wood crib 

was the fuel.  The test with a 1.13-meter square window developed a peak heat flux of 90 

kW/m2 (Oleszkiewicz, 1989).  The devices used to measure the total heat flux and the radiant 

heat fluxes were Gardon gauges.  When the dimensions of the window were changed to 0.69 

meters wide by 1.50 meters high the heat flux peaked at 140 kW/m2 [4]. Tests were also 

conducted using propane gas burners.  The window dimensions were varied as well the heat 

release rate.  Heat flux readings were taken every meter above the window starting at 0.5 

meters and ending at 3.5 meters.   

 We can tell that the dimensions of the window play an instrumental role in the amount 

of heat flux transferred to the exterior wall above the window. From the data in the above chart, 

the wide windows produce higher heat fluxes than the narrower window.  This information leads 

us to the conclusion that in order to test multiple window scenarios, the test model must be able 

to accommodate variable window dimensions.  It is also worth noting that tests conducted using 

vertical deflectors helped to entrain the air and created a greater plume.   
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Table 2: Igor Oleszkiewicz's Window Dimension Table (Oleszkiewicz, 1989) 

 

  Total heat 

flux density 

(kW/m2) for 

heat release 

rate: 

Total heat 

flux density 

(kW/m2) for 

heat release 

rate: 

Total heat 

flux density 

(kW/m2) for 

heat release 

rate: 

Total heat 

flux density 

(kW/m2) for 

heat release 

rate: 

Window (W x H) 

(m) 

Height 

above 

Window (m) 

5.5 MW 6.9 MW 8.6 MW 10.3 MW 

0.94 x 2.00 0.5 43.9 58.6 75.5 - 

 1.5 12.4 17.7 25.9 - 

 2.5 7.7 9.9 15.9 - 

 3.5 3.9 5.1 8.1 - 

0.94 x 2.70 0.5 19.2 34.8 53.2 68.3 

 1.5 6.3 10.4 15.9 23.2 

 2.5 3.5 6 9.8 13.7 

 3.5 1.7 3 4.8 6.7 

2.60 x 1.37 0.5 24.5 53.2 104.3 208.7 

 1.5 22.9 33.1 58.6 122.4 

 2.5 13.2 17.2 51.2 103.9 

 3.5 11.5 15.6 28.3 56.5 

2.60 x 2.00 0.5 10.5 17.4 29.5 43.4 

 1.5 5.2 9.4 14.8 20.8 

 2.5 4.5 7.4 12.6 16.3 

 3.5 2.9 5.4 8.2 9.6 

2.60 x 2.70 0.5 6.5 11.4 17.4 29.1 

 1.5 2.9 5.3 8.1 12.8 

 2.5 2 4.2 5.7 9.1 

 3.5 1.4 2.9 3.6 5.6 
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Buildings can also implement horizontal flame deflectors, which could simply be 

balconies.  If these projections are used, turbulence is created, which mixes the hot air with cool 

air and as a result the vertical spandrel length can be decreased (USG Interiors, Inc, 1983).  

The figure below shows how both horizontal and vertical projections affect flame propagation.  

The original plume is the plume generated without either projection.  The “plume” is the plume 

generated once the projections are in place. 

 

Figure 4: Impact of Horizontal and Vertical Projections on Window Plumes (Oleszkiewicz, 1989) 

 

3.3 Window Failure Tests 
 
 In our project it is important to understand when glass will break due to a fire.  Leap 

frogging can only occur when both the glass on the floor of the fire and the glass on the floor 

above the fire have broken out.  There have been multiple tests conducted in order to determine 

the parameters needed from a fire in order to cause glass fall-out.  We summarized previous 

research below which will help us understand more about when glass can be expected to break. 
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 Glass used in curtain wall assemblies may be constructed of many types.  There is 

float glass which can be heat strengthened, there is tempered glass, and also there is glass 

which may be laminated or wired glass (O'Connor, 2008).  Float glass is commonly used for 

window glazing in older windows and doors.  Float glass is relatively easy to cut and work with, 

but is not very energy efficient (Uttini, 2008).  Float glass can be either single, double, or triple 

glazed, and is usually assembled into an insulating glass unit (O'Connor, 2008).  Tinted glass is 

another form of float glass, but is treated with a film or coating which reduces the transmission 

of light through it (Hill, 2010).  Tinted glass is used in commercial buildings to keep the inside 

cooler, and has the added benefit of giving the outside of a building a more uniform, 

aesthetically pleasing appearance (Hill, 2010).  The next type of glass which can be used in 

buildings is tempered glass.  Tempered glass is heat-treated glass that will crumble as a safety 

feature if it is broken, and is most commonly found in storm windows, screen doors, and glass 

doors (Uttini, 2008).  Laminated glass is similar to tempered glass, but it is laminated between 

two sheets of plastic, which provides safety even in the event of impact.  The last type of glass 

that interests us is wired glass.  Wired glass has a steel wire safety mesh inside of the glass 

panel.  The wire will help keep the glass pane‟s integrity even if the glass is broken (Uttini, 

2008).  Wired glass will often meet fire codes as a fire rated material, because in the event of a 

fire the wired glass will help prevent the spread of smoke and fire.  All of these factors can 

impact glass‟ performance during fire exposure.  Most of the information we know on glass 

performance is based on single glazed assemblies but there has been a recent expansion to 

double glazed assemblies. 

 The first extensive theoretical analysis of glass cracking in fires identified that 

temperature differences between the fire-exposed glass surface and the glass shielded by the 

edge mounting played a dominant role in controlling cracking (Babrauskas, 2006).  This 

temperature difference was estimated to be about 80ºC between the heated glass temperature 

and the edge temperature.  Later a new theory which incorporated more heating physics and an 
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expanded consideration of glass thermal properties predicted this temperature difference is 

closer to 58ºC.   

 Multiple experiments have been conducted to test the theories about window breakage 

in fires.  In one test, both small scale screening experiments, as well as large scale experiments 

were conducted to test these theories.  The tests were focusing on window breakage induced 

by exterior fires.  This study found that the critical heat flux need to cause a single strength 

glass window without protective treatments to crack is between 4 to 5 kW/m2 (Mowrer, 1998).  

At lower heat fluxes of about 3.3 kW/m2 the window assemblies never failed, but at higher heat 

fluxes they would always fail.  When windows did break in these experiments, the glass 

remained in place instead of falling out.  The breakage occurred with cracks initiating along one 

or more edges of a window.  For the large scale tests, the single pane wood frame windows 

would fail at heat fluxes above 1 kW/m2.  When failure occurred, the average measured glass 

temperature at failure was 157ºC for the upper glass panel, and 123ºC for the lower glass panel.  

Since these tests only considered when cracking of the window occurred, they never tested to 

see when glass will actually fall-out of the frame which is what we would be looking for in our 

project.  The heat fluxes used in this experiment were inadequate to cause ignition of light 

combustibles behind the window such as draperies or curtains. 

 Another experiment tested when glass has the highest probability of falling out during a 

fire.  In this test researchers used a large scale high temperature door leakage testing 

apparatus that resembles a large muffle furnace (Babrauskas, 2006).  A muffle furnace is a 

furnace in which the subject material is isolated from the fuel and all products of combustion 

(Survey, 1889).  The muffle is a chamber made of a refractory material and is surrounded by 

flames and hot gases on all sides (Muffle Furnace).  An example of a muffle furnace can be 

seen in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Muffle Furnace Diagram (Muffle Furnace) 

 
 They only tested single glazed 3mm thick windows in this study.  The researchers ran 

multiple tests with this glass with which they plotted a probability graph.  They plotted the 

probability of glass breaking out as a function of temperature rise above ambient which is 

illustrated in Figure 6.  The Gaussian fit that correlates that data has a mean temperature rise of 

340ºC, and a standard deviation of 50ºC.  This means that at 340ºC above ambient 

temperature, the glass has a 50% chance of fall-out.  If the mean temperature rise is 290ºC 

glass fall-out is very unlikely to occur, but if the mean temperature rise is 390ºC glass fall-out is 

much more likely to occur. 

 

Figure 6: Probability of Glass breaking out vs. Temperature (Babrauskas, 2006) 
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 There was another study conducted which used a half scale fire test room. The test 

room windows were 0.9 x 1.6 m tall, and a natural top to bottom temperature gradient was 

created in the room.  When the first crack occurred in the 4 or 6 mm thick glass panes, gas 

temperatures in the upper layer were around 323 – 467ºC.  At the end of the 20 minute tests, 

the gas temperature was around 500ºC, but only 1 out of the 6 tests saw glass fall-out.  Other 

tests were conducted using a room with three 6 mm thick glass panels.  Glass fell out when the 

exposed surface temperature reached 415 – 486ºC on average.  The experiments found that it 

required a heat flux of around 35 kW/m2 for fall-out to occur. 

 Double glazed and triple glazed windows can be expected to survive much longer in a 

fire without breaking compared to single glazed windows.  The spectral radiant absorption 

characteristics of window glass are such that there is a very high transmission within a certain 

wavelength region that encompasses the visible and near infrared parts of the spectrum 

(Babrauskas, 2006).  Outside of this region glass is essentially opaque, so in double glazed 

windows, the radiation transmitted through the first pane is transmitted only in the spectral 

regions where the second pane shows almost no absorptivity.  This means the second pane of 

glass not directly exposed to the fire is not heated significantly while the first pane is heating up.  

The fire will essentially have to break through two separate panes of glass to have. Window fall-

out of the two glass panes would not happen in short lasting fires, or take much more time in a 

longer lasting fire. 

 One study conducted on double paned windows showed that it is much harder to get 

both panes of glass to fall-out in a fire.  The experiment exposed two sizes of double glazed 

windows each with a thickness of 6 mm to a room fire.  The room fire reached a peak of 750ºC, 

and no glazing fell out up to the peak.  During the decay of the fire though, one of three tests 

with a larger sized window (0.8 x 1.0 m) experienced fall-out of the inner pane of glass at 21 

minutes when the temperature had reached 500ºC (Babrauskas, 2006).  No fall-out ever 

occurred from the outer pane of glass for the large window, nor did any fall-out occur in the 
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smaller sized windows (0.8 x 0.5 m).  In a later test involving double glazed windows with 6 mm 

thick panes, the authors found that a heat flux of around 70 - 110 kW/m2 was required to cause 

a substantial amount of both panes of glass to fall-out in a 0.85 x 1.9 m high window. 

 Another study examined room fires which were providing fire exposure to a multi-story 

façade test rig (Babrauskas, 2006).  Double pane windows of 6 mm thick were used along with 

a 3 MW wood crib fire.  The test found that temperatures of at least 600 C had to be sustained 

for 8-10 minutes before the glass started falling out sufficiently so that fire venting outside the 

window would occur.  This experiment was repeated with realistic conditions using a fully 

furnished office room arrangement to test double pane windows.  Both panes of glass broke out 

at around 5 minutes after the start of the fire.  In the test, the temperature was about 700ºC at 

the time of failure, but occurred immediately as the temperature was reached.  Once the glazing 

panel failed, there was an immediate acceleration of the fire with temperatures rising rapidly to 

1200ºC (Loss Prevention Council, 1999).  Temperatures were intense enough to cause 

disintegration of curtain wall framing members and failure of all glazing panels within 7 minutes 

of ignition.  This test found that the first glazing failure at 5 minutes was partly due to proximity 

of combustible items to the curtain wall and resulted in the windows failing before the spandrel 

panels.  The failure was caused mainly by direct radiation and flame impingement from a source 

at window level rather than the elevated temperatures and convective heat transfer within the 

smoke layer (Loss Prevention Council, 1999). 

 It is very difficult to predict when glass will actually break enough to cause fall-out.  For 

external fires, a heat flux of 9 kw/m2 can show the possibility of fall-out, but the probability 

doesn‟t become high until about 35 kw/m2 is reached.  Double glazed windows can resist about 

25 kw/m2 without fall-out, and tempered glass can resist heat fluxes up to 43 kw/m2.  There are 

many factors that affect when the glass will fall-out such as window size, frame type, glass 

thickness, glass defects, and vertical temperature gradients.  From this information, we have to 

determine an acceptable heat flux value to estimate when glass fall-out will occur. 
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3.4 Leap Frog Testing 
 
 In 1999 the Loss Prevention Council of Great Britain conducted a series of nineteen 

tests pertaining to fire spread in multi-story buildings.  The testing had essentially the same 

building configuration throughout, however variations in fire load, vertical distance between 

openings, spandrel material, and balconies (deflectors) were used to determine each effect on 

the fire spread.  Temperatures and radiation were measured during the curtain wall test.  The 

LPC placed the Gardon gauges on the unexposed side of the glass to measure the 

transmission through the glass.  This measurement method allows for determining whether or 

not combustibles in the room above the burn room will combust, due to radiation, before the 

window fails.  For the majority of the tests the LPC performed, wood cribs were used to simulate 

an actual fire.  However when they designed a room with real office furniture, they observed that 

the failure time of the window was much less than when the wood crib was used: 23 minutes for 

the wood crib versus 5 minutes for the office furniture.  Despite the fact that the crib and the 

furniture had the same caloric values, the fire grew much faster when using the office setup.  

Also the location of the furniture is important.  Desks were located near windows, which they 

often are in high-rise buildings, and resulted in curtain wall failure due to the flame‟s proximity to 

the openings.   

Testing was also performed to measure the height of flames exiting an opening.  A wood 

crib was placed on the ground floor of the three-story test facility in a fire resistant enclosure.  

The fire resistant enclosure comprised of highly insulating and fire resistant ceramic fiber quilt 

on the ceiling, and fire boarding on the walls (Loss Prevention Council, 1999). Desks were 

placed near the windows to simulate an office setting.  The curtain wall was outfitted with a 

glazing with spandrels, not fire resistance, and windows.  After two minutes the spandrel glass 

cracked and subsequently fell out at six minutes (ASTM International, 2004). The desks then 

ignited and caused failure of the spandrel above, however the third floor did not catch fire.  The 

fire spread to the above floor via the unprotected spandrels, however had they been protected 
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the windows would have failed first, which could lead to the leap frog effect we are trying to 

simulate (ASTM International, 2004). 

3.5 Current ASTM Standards 
 

The American Society for Testing and Materials has a test standard, ASTM E 2307, for 

the evaluation of a perimeter fire barrier that is intended to prevent fire from spreading floor to 

floor between the floor slab and the exterior wall (Loss Prevention Council, 1999).  It uses the 

ASTM E 119 fire exposure and adds a second burner.  This second burner is located outside 

the test room opening to simulate a fire breaching the window of the burn room and exposing 

the exterior walls of the building.  The second burner activates after five minutes from the 

activation of the interior burner.  This is the time it takes the interior of the room to reach 600 C 

with a 20 kW/m2 at floor level, which is the temperature and heat flux coincident with flashover.  

This is when the fire room‟s window would fail.  There are calibration values for the 

temperatures exposed to thermocouples at different locations specified in the standard.  We 

also need to see the heat flux values, and more importantly, the heat flux values on the exterior 

wall face.  The heat flux values are the values used to determine the window failure and used to 

determine safe spandrel spacing. Using the heat flux values from the exterior burner will allow 

us to assess if we can adopt this standard as a means of effectively testing for the leap frog 

effect.  The heat flux values on the wall will indicate to us whether or not glass breakage at 

greater distances above the fire room‟s window can be expected, and hence leap frogging. 

The test standard specifies the heat release rate of both the room and window burner for 

specified time periods throughout the testing process.  These heat release values can be seen 

in Table 3.  These values are important because we will use them to determine the heat release 

rate of our model‟s burners. 
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Table 3: ASTM E 2307 Heat Release Rate Values 

Time Interval 

(min) 

Room Burner 

(kW) 

Window Burner 

(kW) 

0:00 - 5:00 687 0 

5:00 - 10:00 687 163 

10:00 - 15:00 777 217 

15:00 - 20:00 831 289 

20:00 - 25:00 831 343 

25:00 - 30:00 904 398 

 

The test standard also has calibration temperatures that each test must be within 10% of 

the listed temperature values.  These temperatures are based off average temperatures inside 

the room, along with temperatures up the exterior wall of the test room.  The calibration 

temperatures can be seen in Table 4.  We will use these temperatures to compare to the results 

of our simulations.  

Table 4: ASTM E 2307 Calibration Temperatures 

Time 0 - 5 

min 

5 - 10 

min 

10 - 15 

min 

15 - 20 

min 

20 - 25 

min 

25 - 30 

min 

Test Room (°C) 622 730 806 871 869 898 

Interior Face of Exterior Wall 

Assembly Average (°C) 
574 703 778 859 858 902 

TC #2 (°C) 317 466 511 533 563 581 

TC #3 (°C) 359 546 605 639 674 702 

TC #4 (°C) 341 521 591 634 674 712 

TC #5 (°C) 302 459 528 573 613 662 

TC #6 (°C) 272 407 469 509 542 597 

TC #7 (°C) 244 366 419 458 489 543 
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3.6 Available Fire Simulation Software 
 
 In order to simulate the ASTM E 2307 test, we had to research the current fire models 

available to us, and determine which one would be the best for our project. There are several 

different fire models that might be used in our work.  Analytical models for predicting fire 

behavior have been evolving since the 1960s, and over the past ten years the completeness of 

the models has grown considerably (Jones, Peacock, Forney, & Reneke, 2009).  At first the 

models were focused on describing in mathematical language the phenomena observed in fire 

spread and growth.  These models typically only described a small part of a fire, but when 

combined they could create a computational model that could predict the expected course of a 

fire.   

Once the mathematical representation of the underlying physics of fire phenomena had 

been developed the conservation equations could be used to predict the temperature, smoke 

and gas concentration and other important parameters solved numerically.  The conservation 

equations for mass, momentum, and energy are the equations that govern the fire models, 

which are discussed more thoroughly in Section 3.6.4. These equations are usually in the form 

of differential equations.  These equations could be used to predict the conditions within a given 

control volume at a certain time, and the model assumes that these conditions are uniform 

throughout the control volume.  A control volume is a region in space where one studies the 

masses and energies crossing the boundaries of the region (Engineers Edge, 2010).  Different 

types of models divide the building into different numbers of control volumes depending on the 

desired level of detail.  Zone models are most commonly separated into two control volumes 

which describe the compartment.  The two layers are separated by 1) an upper zone that 

contains the hot gases produced by the fire, and 2) a lower zone that contains a space beneath 

the upper zone that is the source of air for combustions (National Fire Protection Association, 

2008).  In the compartment with the fire, additional control volumes for the fire plume or the 
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ceiling jet may also be included to improve the accuracy of the model.  A typical representation 

of this type of control volume can be seen in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Zone Model Control Volumes (Jones, Peacock, Forney, & Reneke, 2009) 

 This two layer approach evolved from observations of such layering in real scale fire 

experiments.  The hot gases collect at the ceiling and fill the compartment from the top.  The 

experiments showed there was some variation in conditions within this top layer, but they were 

small compared to the differences between the upper and lower layers (Jones, Peacock, 

Forney, & Reneke, 2009).  This showed the zone model can produce a fairly realistic simulation 

under many common conditions. 

 Other types of models include network models and field models.  Network models use 

one control volume per compartment and are used to predict conditions in spaces far removed 

from the fire compartment where temperatures are near ambient and layering doesn‟t occur.  

The field model, or most commonly known as a Computational Fluid Dynamics, divides the 

compartment into thousands or millions of control volumes, and can be used to predict the 

variation in conditions within the layers, but typically require far longer run times than zone 

models.  They are used primarily when a highly detailed prediction of the flow itself is of interest. 
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3.6.1 Consolidated Model of Fire Growth and Smoke Transport (CFAST) 
 

 First we will look at a fire simulation program known as CFAST.  CFAST is an acronym 

for Consolidated Model of Fire Growth and Smoke Transport.  CFAST is a “two zone” fire 

model, which means there are two layers used to calculate the evolving distribution of smoke, 

fire gases and temperature throughout compartments of a constructed facility during a fire 

(Jones, Peacock, Forney, & Reneke, 2009).  As with most other zone models, each 

compartment in the simulation is divided into two gas layers.  The purpose is to calculate the 

distribution of smoke, fire gases, and temperature throughout the compartments of a building 

when a fire is occurring.  The first public release of CFAST was version 1.0 in June of 1990.  

Version 2 was released in 1994, and the first of the 3 series was released in 1995. The 3 series 

included a vertical flame spread algorithm, ceiling jets, and non-uniform heat loss to the ceiling, 

spot targets, and heating and burning of multiple objects as well as multiple prescribed fires.  

Later updates included smoke and heat detectors, suppression through heat release reduction, 

better characterization of flow through doors and windows, vertical heat conduction through 

ceiling/floor boundaries, and non-rectangular compartments.  Version 6 released in July, 2005 

incorporates a more consistent implementation of vents, fire objects and event processing and 

includes a graphical user interface which improved its usability. 

CFAST is not intended for detailed study of flow within a compartment, but rather the 

general prediction of consequences of a specified fire.  Although CFAST does provide support 

for non-rectangular compartments, the application of this is intended to be used for relatively 

simple spaces.  Also the zone model implies a sharp boundary between the upper and lower 

layers, where in reality the transition is typically over about 10% of the height of the 

compartment and can be larger in weakly stratified flow (Jones, Peacock, Forney, & Reneke, 

2009).  CFAST doesn‟t predict fire growth on burning objects, but rather heat release rate is 

specified by the user for one or more fire objects.  The model does have the ability to limit the 

specified burning based on the oxygen available in the compartment though.  The heat release 
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rate of these fires should not exceed about 1 MW/m3 because there is a limitation on the 

numerical routines attributable to the coupling between gas flow and heat transfer through 

boundaries.  The two layer assumption is likely to break down before this limit is reached 

(Jones, Peacock, Forney, & Reneke, 2009).   

 The modeling equations used in CFAST are derived using the conservation of mass, 

the conservation of energy, the ideal gas law and relations for density and internal energy.  

These equations can predict pressure, layer height, and temperatures with respect to time given 

the accumulation of mass and enthalpy in the two layers.  The gas in each layer has attributes 

of mass, internal energy, density, temperature, and volume.  These are denoted respectively by 

mi, Ei, ρi, Ti, and Vi where i=L for the lower layer and i=U for the upper layer.  The equations 

used to solve for the different variables are summarized in Figure 8. The current version of 

CFAST is set up to use only the equation set for layer temperature, layer volume, and pressure. 

 

 

Figure 8: Conservation zone model equations 

 CFAST is most properly used to make estimates on fire spread, smoke detection and 

contamination, and life safety calculations (Jones, Peacock, Forney, & Reneke, 2009).  CFAST 
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is not intended for detailed study of flow within a compartment.  Our project requires us to 

observe the detailed flow of fire and hot gases outside of the window in the ASTM E 2307 test in 

order to model accurate temperatures and heat fluxes, so CFAST would not be sufficient for our 

use. 

3.6.2 FPETool 
 
 FPETool, is a collection of computer-simulated procedures providing numerical 

engineering calculations of fire phenomena.  FPETool has not been verified; however it is based 

on experimental data (Deal, 1995).  There are several equations used in FPETool to solve 

various problems including ASETBX Room Model, Atrium Smoke Temperature, Buoyant Gas 

Head, Ceiling Jet Temperature, Ceiling Plume Temperature, Egress Time, Fire/Wind/Stack 

Forces on a Door, Lateral Flame Spread, Law‟s Severity Correlation, Mass Flow Through a 

Vent, Plume Filling Rate, Radiant Ignition of a Near Fuel, Smoke Flow through an Opening, 

Sprinkler/Detector Response, Thomas‟s Flashover Correlation, Upper Layer Temperature, and 

Ventilation Limit (Deal, 1995).  ASETBX is a single room, two zone model for the estimation of 

temperature changes in a smoke layer from a fire with ventilation openings located on the 

floor.  Atrium Smoke Temperature is used for the estimation of the average temperature in a 

smoke layer that has developed in a large space.  Buoyant Gas Head calculates the difference 

in pressure between to “lateral adjacent gasses of different density.” (Deal, 1995).  Ceiling Jet 

Temperature is used to estimate the ceiling jet temperature and determine the likelihood of 

ignition at locations beyond the plume.  Ceiling Plume Temperature estimates the “gas 

temperatures from the height of the continuous flames to the height of the ceiling.” (Deal, 

1995).  Egress Time is used to estimate how long it takes a group of people to evacuate a given 

area.  Fire/Wind/Stack Forces on a Door is used to determine the forces imposed on a door by 

those three pressure sources.  Lateral Flame Spread estimates how a flame spread along a 

surface that is considered to be thermally thick.  Law‟s Severity Correlation is a systematic 
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method by which two fires can be compared.  This is used to see what kind of damage each fire 

can impose (Deal, 1995).  Mass Flow Through a Vent is used to determine the mass flow in or 

out of an opening in a room that contains a steady-state fire.  Plume Filling Rate estimates the 

volume rate of entrained are in a plume above the flames of a fire with a constant heat release 

rate (Deal, 1995).  Radiant Ignition of a Near Fuel is used to determine if a fire of a given size 

will ignite a nearby fuel source via radiation.  Smoke Flow through an opening estimates “the 

steady-state volumetric flow rate of heated gas at elevated temperatures through an opening 

from an enclosure.” (Deal, 1995).  Sprinkler/Detection Response is used to calculate the thermal 

response of a sprinkler or detector near ceiling level.  Thomas‟s Flashover Correlation 

calculates the energy required for flashover given a compartment.  Upper Layer Temperature is 

used to predict pre-flashover upper gas layer temperatures.  Ventilation Limit estimates the 

greatest post-flashover fire size that is sustained in a room.  FPETool contains several other 

programs with it that can be used for simulation purposes as well.  We did not use FPETool 

because it is a zone model.  A zone model would not allow us to observe the temperatures on 

the exterior wall face, which is what we were interested in. 

3.6.3 Analysis of Smoke Movement in Enclosures (JASMINE) 
 
 Lastly we will look at a different type of fire model than the previous two.  JASMINE is a 

CFD, Computational Fluid Dynamics, which is a field model.  JASMINE is named for its key 

purpose, Analysis of Smoke Movement in Enclosures.  The mathematics behind this fire 

model‟s solutions for convection, diffusion and entrainment are described by the Navier-Stokes 

equations, which govern all thermo-fluid interaction (NIST, 2001).  The Navier-Stokes equations 

are based the fact that the fluid in question is considered to be a continuum across the control 

volume.  This means that they are not concerned with individual particles.  “The Navier-Stokes 

equations consist of a time-dependent continuity equation for conservation of mass, three time-

dependent conservation of momentum equations and a time-dependent conservation of energy 

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/mass.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/conmo.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/thermo1f.html
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equation. There are four independent variables in the problem, the x, y, and z spatial 

coordinates of some domain, and the time t. There are six dependent variables; the pressure p, 

density r, and temperature T (which is contained in the energy equation through the total energy 

Et) and three components of the velocity vector; the u component is in the x direction, the v 

component is in the y direction, and the w component is in the z direction” (NASA).  JASMINE 

has the ability to model several compartments at one time, as well as external environment 

conditions, like wind and pressure.  JASMINE employs an updated version of the PHOENICS 

code for pressure correction (NIST, 2001).   Turbulent closure is by a k-ε model using the 

standard constants and additional buoyancy source terms. A k-ε model is the most common 

turbulence model that uses two equations: k, which is the turbulent kinetic energy, and ε which 

is for the dissipation of turbulence.  Standard wall functions for enthalpy and momentum 

describe the turbulent boundary layer adjacent to solid surfaces (NIST, 2001).  JASMINE has a 

complimentary graphical user interface, GUI, called JOSEFINE.  JOSEFINE allows the user to 

design the model geometry and boundary conditions, with the ability to “see” the desired 

volume.  “The Commission of the International Council for Research and Innovation in Building 

and Construction (CIB) coordinated a series of round robin fire model validation exercises in 

which participants made „blind„ predictions for fire tests in the knowledge of only a limited 

amount of information (geometry, thermal properties, fire pyrolysis rate). JASMINE simulations 

were made for a compartment (7.2 m x 7.2m x 3.6 m) with a „letter-box‟ opening and two crib 

fire sources. Good agreement was found for species predictions, and reasonable agreement for 

temperatures. Predicted incident wall fluxes were noticeably lower than those „estimated‟ from 

the measurement data, attributed in part to the quasi-steady heat conduction treatment used in 

the simulations.” (NIST, 2001).  In order for us to accurately represent ASTM E 2307 we need to 

ensure that the heat fluxes on the wall are 

   

http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/vectpart.html
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/vectors.html
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3.6.4 Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) 
 
 Fire Dynamics Simulator is a specific computational fluid dynamics model used to 

model fire-driven fluid flow.  To do this the model solves, numerically, Navier-Stokes equations 

that are appropriate for slow heat driven flow.  The emphasis for these equations is placed upon 

smoke and heat transport from fires.  There are six governing equations that are used in FDS 

that we will discuss in this section. 

 The Hydrodynamic Model numerically solves an approximate Navier-Stokes equation 

mentioned earlier.  The Navier-Stokes equation is used to solve for the motion of a substances 

that are fluid, which means substances that have the ability to flow. The approximation results 

from the filtering out of acoustic wave all while allowing variations in temperature and density 

(F.M. Naijar, 1996).  In Large Eddy Simulation, the small-scale fluid motions are removed from 

the governing equations by applying a filter (J.H. Ferziger, 1999).  The filters used are used to 

resolve a quantity at a spatial location, which is defined by Equation 1 

Equation 1: Quantity Resolution (J.H. Ferziger, 1999) 

     



 x'x'x'xx dfGf ,  

The G  Equation 1 is the grid filter function that is satisfied by Equation 2 shown below: 

Equation 2: Grid Filter Function (J.H. Ferziger, 1999) 

  1, 



x'x'x dG  

The program uses the equations for the conservation of mass, momentum and energy 

for a Newtonian fluid.  The simplified equations used are below in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Conservation Equations used in FDS (NIST, 2008) 

 
 First we will discuss the conservation of mass equation.  Conservation of mass is 

defined as a known mass is conserved in a control volume during a process.  The basic 

explanation is in rectangular coordinates and the differential form of the conservation of mass is 

shown in Equation 3. 

Equation 3: Conservation of Mass (Fox, McDonald, & Pritchard, 2008) 

 

 

 This is the most common form of the conservation of mass equation, which is 

sometimes referred to as the continuity equation.  It solves for mass conservation in all three 

dimensions given by u, v, and w.  The equation can be written differently, which is the form that 

is use in the above equation list: 
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Equation 4: Simplified Conservation of Mass (Fox, McDonald, & Pritchard, 2008) 

 

In this version of the equation, the parts for each dimension have been replaced with a 

ρ∇ * V term.  If the case is that the fluid is incompressible, the ρ terms will drop out of the 

equations, simplifying things; this is just a conservation of volume equation at that point. 

The conservation of momentum is the next equation, which is Newton‟s Second Law applied to 

a particle.  First we define Newton‟s equation shown in Equation 5. 

Equation 5: Newton's Second Law 

  
 (   )

  
 

 
The m*v term is the linear momentum of the system.  When applied to a differential 

system with a mass dm, Newton‟s Second Law can be written as Equation 6. 

Equation 6: Newton's Second Law Differential 

  
     

  
 

 
From this equation, we can rewrite it as a vector equation seen in Equation 7 below. 

Equation 7: Newton's Second Law in Vector Form (Fox, McDonald, & Pritchard, 2008) 

 

The next step is to obtain the net force in each direction (x, y, and z).  We will show the 

formulas for just the x direction shown in Equation 8, but the rest can be done in a similar 

fashion, just changing the faces of the differential element that the forces are being acted on.   
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Equation 8: Net Force in the x – direction (Fox, McDonald, & Pritchard, 2008) 

 

Equation 8 is for the forces acting on a body with a mass of dm.  The equation has to be 

adopted for a differential element and is written in Equation 9. 

Equation 9: Forces in the x - direction Differential (Fox, McDonald, & Pritchard, 2008) 

 

This equation is able to be used only once the stress terms are solved for.  Once those 

terms are solved for, this equation becomes the Navier - Stokes Equation for Newtonian Fluids 

shown in Equation 10. 

Equation 10: Navier-Stokes Equation in the x – direction (Fox, McDonald, & Pritchard, 2008) 

 

This equation is only for conservation of momentum in the x - direction, however the 

equations for both the y and x - directions are very similar.  The entire system of equations can 

be used to solve the conservation of momentum for a differential volume in space.       

 To describe turbulence two different methods of simulation are used, Large Eddy 

Simulation, LES, and Direct Numerical Simulation, DNS.  LES is used to model the dissipation 

processes at time scales that are less than those resolved explicitly on the grid numerically.  An 

Eddy is the swirling of a fluid and the current reversal when a fluid is driven past an obstacle.  

LES is a compromise between the more time consuming Direct Number Simulation, DNS, and 

k– ε.  DNS looks at large areas and k – ε looks at small spaces; LES looks at both cases.  The 
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reason for this is that the larger volumes contain a majority of the energy, however the smaller 

volumes tend to be more universal and are therefore easy to model.  K – ε models were 

introduced in the 1960s as a means of studying turbulent flow and combustion.  These models 

can successfully model flows that are driven by an external force, convection.  However this 

method is less applicable to fire given that it is driven by buoyancy.  Radiation is the dominant 

mode of heat transfer in fires where the characteristic length is greater than 0.2m (Ris, 1979).   

 In LES, certain variables in the above equations cannot be used directly.  Instead they are 

replaced by surrogate figures that will model their effect on the model approximately.  In certain 

situations however, it is possible to use these values directly.  This situation is when DNS is 

used. In DNS, the viscosity, thermal conductivity and material diffusivity are approximated from 

kinetic theory because the temperature dependence of each is important in combustion 

scenarios.   

 The hydrodynamics model has scales that are removed from the governing equations by 

filtering through inducing a grid-scale momentum flux.  The Smagorsky model for eddy viscosity 

is implemented to estimate the effect of the unresolved sub grid scale motions of the 

hydrodynamics on the grid-scale.  The FDS the user defines a grid size used to solve the 

governing equations.  The smaller the grid size, the more accurate the outputs, however each 

grid cube requires a calculation, which as grid size decreases, cell number increases, thus 

increasing the time required to complete a simulation.  Below is a series of figures that show 

benchmarks that show how cell count increases simulation time.  These are important for our 

project because we have to decide what size mesh to run to get a balance between model 

accuracy and simulation run time.  If we make the mesh size too large, the results won‟t be very 

accurate, but if we make the mesh size too small, the simulation will take an extended period of 

time to run one simulation. 
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Table 5: Test Simulations (Thunderhead Engineering) 

Name Cells Meshes 
Time 

(min) 

burner 5,400 1 5 

cable_tray  19,200 1 5 

room_fire  67,392 1 5 

switchgear  144,000 2 5 

multifloor  228,000 3 5 

multifloor_hi  1,026,000 4 5 

 

 

Table 6: Computer Hardware (Thunderhead Engineering) 

Id Processor CPUs RAM OS 

IntelD 
Intel Pentium D @2.8 

GHz 
2 2 GB XP Pro 32-bit 

IntelC2

4 

Intel Core2 Quad 

@2.4 GHz 
4 8 GB Vista Business 64-bit 

 

 

Table 7: Simulation Run Time (Thunderhead Engineering) 

  IntelD IntelC2Q 

Input File 
Serial 

(min) 

OpenMP 

(min) 
MPI (min) 

Serial 

(min) 

OpenMP 

(min) 
MPI (min) 

burner 17 12 16 10 6 10 

cable_tray 24 18 23 14 12 15 

room_fire 92 62 78 52 35 53 

switchgear 408 261 292 233 140 201 

multifloor 893 626 512 557 350 249 

multifloor_hi 7927 x 5785 5536 x 3510 
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 In order to solve the combustion model, a mixture fraction is defined. Given a volume 

containing a mixture of gas species, a mixture fraction can be defined that is the ratio of the 

mass of a subset of the species to the total mass present in the volume. In combustion, the 

mixture fraction is a conserved quantity traditionally defined as the mass fraction of the gas 

mixture that originates in the fuel stream (NIST, 2008).  When it can be assumed that upon 

mixing the reaction of fuel and oxygen combust completely and quickly the process is known as 

“mixing-controlled.”  This means that all of the species of interest are solely described in the 

mixture fraction.  In many situations, the “mixture is burned” is the most reasonable assumption.  

This means that the assumption of fuel and oxygen reacting completely does not hold.  In some 

cases it is possible for fuel and oxygen to mix without burning (NIST, 2008).   

 FDS has a soot model built in.  It assumes that these products are a combination of 

carbon and hydrogen, which are presumed to not consume any oxygen during their formation 

(NIST, 2008).   

 FDS assumes that solid obstructions consist of multiple layers, where each layer can 

undergo multiple thermal degradation reactions.  Each reaction forms a combination of solid 

residue, water vapor, and fuel vapor.  Conduction is assumed to be in the direction orthogonal 

to the surface.  The heat conduction equation for the solid phase temperature is shown in 

Equation 11. 

Equation 11: Heat Conduction Equation for Solid Phase Temperature (NIST, 2008) 

 

 The Heat Release Rate, HRR, is not a value that the FDS program solves for.  Rather the 

HRR is a value that the user inputs.  In this instance the HRR is converted into a mass flux for 

fuel at a given surface, which is described in Equation 12. 
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Equation 12: Mass Flux for a Fuel (NIST, 2008) 

 

 Typically the user specifies the HRR per unit area and time so therefore the mass flux can 

be easily calculated.   

 FDS also has the ability to implement heat detection devices as well as automatic 

suppression systems.  However during our project, we will not need to use these features so we 

will not describe how they work.   

 The equations that are integrated into FDS form the core of an evolving fire model.  The 

model was originally designed to predict the transport of heat and exhaust products from fires, 

so it can be used reliably when the fire is prescribed and the numerical grid is sufficiently 

resolved to capture enough of the flow structure for the application at hand (NIST, 2008).  There 

are two issues for any user to consider before performing calculations with FDS.  First, for both 

real and simulated fires, the growth of the fire is very sensitive to the thermal properties of the 

surrounding materials.  Secondly, even if all the material properties are known, the physical 

phenomena of interest may not be simulated due to the limitations in the model of algorithms or 

numerical grid.  Users also must supply the thermal properties of the materials, except for the 

few which have been studied by NIST.  The user must then also validate the performance of the 

model with experiments to ensure the model has the necessary physics included.  The model 

can then be expected to predict the outcome of fire scenarios that are similar to those that have 

actually been tested (NIST, 2008). 

3.7 FDS Modeling 
 

Computation fluid dynamics has been used in the past to reproduce certain fires under 

investigation.  These simulations may reproduce the fire scene, reconstruct fire processes, 

explain fire development and demonstrate smoke movement through describing the 
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configuration of fuel, effects of ventilation, design of the building, the impact of manual or 

automatic systems and fire source (Shen, Huang, & Chien, 2006).  More evidence towards fire 

and smoke development can be collected by comparing simulation results with investigation 

collections. 

3.7.1 Combustion Models 
 
 In FDS mixture fraction combustion is the default method to define reactions.  

Combustion is defined in terms of the mixture of fuel, oxygen, and the products of combustion.  

The mixture fraction model is used for the evolution of the fuel gas from its surface of origin 

through the combustion process.  Given two parameters as in our model, the model takes 

unburned fuel and turns it into burned fuel as well as the combustion products.  For every cell 

where fuel and oxygen is present the program makes a decision as whether to allow 

combustion or not.  There are two limiting factors in a model such as this, Limiting Oxygen Index 

(LOI) and Heat Release Rate per Unit Area (HRRPUA) of the fuel.  When the model decides 

that combustion will take place, combustion is permitted as per the more restrictive of the two 

limiting factors.  A burner is defined by designating the surface of an object to be a burner, and 

then changing the burner properties to the desired levels.  This allows you to define any object 

as a burner which can be used to model a fire.  The fuel flow is explicitly controlled by the 

values of the HRR that you input into the burner properties.  This method is fairly simple to 

setup which is why it is most commonly used.   

 This graph in Figure 10 shows an example of how combustion will continue in a 

mixture fraction combustion model as long as there is a suitable ratio of fuel and oxygen.  

Several parameters need to be defined in order for a model like this to function, however many 

are set as defaults in FDS. 
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Figure 10: Mixture Fraction of Combustion (NIST, 2008) 

 
 The chemical formula of the fuel must be specified, the ambient mass fraction of 

oxygen, the mass fraction of fuel in the fuel stream, the soot yield, the fraction of soot atoms that 

are hydrogen, the CO yield, H2 yield, heat of combustion, the amount of energy released per 

unit mass of oxygen consumed, and a logical value indicating whether or not the EPUMO2, 

Energy per unit mass oxygen, or HEAT_OF_COMBUSTION values represent values for 

complete combustion or for incomplete combustion.  FDS will use this information internally to 

determine the amount of combustion products that are formed.  The stoichiometry of the gas 

phase combustion reaction is specified using the REAC namelist group.  If the REAC line is not 

found in the input file, propane will be used as the surrogate fuel, and all burning rates will be 

adjusted accordingly based on the HRR of the burner.  The mixture fraction model assumes the 

reaction to be in the form as follows: 
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CxHyOzNvOtherw + νO2 O2 + νCO2 CO2 + νH20 H2O + νCO CO + νsoot Soot + νN2 N2 + νH2 H2 + νOther 

 The ambient mass fraction of oxygen is defaulted to a value of 0.23, while the mass 

fraction of the fuel in the fuel stream is set to 1.0.  The soot yield is the fraction of mass of the 

fuel that is converted into smoke particles; the default value is set at 0.01.  The fraction of soot 

atoms that are hydrogen is set at 0.01.  The fraction of fuel mass turned into CO is defaulted to 

0.0.  The fraction of fuel mass converted into H2 is defaulted to 0.0 also.  The amount of energy 

released per unit mass of oxygen consumed is default set at 13,100kJ/kg.   

 Modeling suppression of a fire due to the exhaustion of oxygen within a compartment is 

challenging because the relevant physical mechanisms occur at length scales smaller than a 

single mesh cell (NIST, 2008).  “The physical mechanisms underlying these phenomena are 

complex, and are tied closely to the flame temperature and local strain rate, neither of which are 

readily-available in a large scale fire simulation. Subgrid-scale modeling of gas phase 

suppression and extinction is still an area of active research in the combustion community” 

(NIST, 2008).  The parameters that are controllable for this are the Limiting Oxygen Index, and 

the Critical Flame Temperature.  The default values of these are 0.15 (volume fraction) and 

1427ºC.  The gas phase suppression can be eliminated if the Limiting Oxygen Index is set to 0, 

or the line SUPRESSION=.FALSE. is added on the MISC line in the code.  This latter approach 

saves on computing time because it prevents FDS from entering the suppression algorithm all 

together. 

The other version of combustion models is called Finite Rate Combustion.  When using 

Finite Rate Combustion the parameters defining the diffusion of both oxygen and fuel can be 

modeled directly, as well as the products of combustion.  DNS is used most often in this type 

model.  This is due to the fact that if LES was used the mesh size is not fine enough to solve for 

the diffusion values accurately.   

 When defining Finite Rate Combustion several different parameters need to be set for 

the simulation to run properly.  First the background species, which is the gas present in the 
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environment, is set as Nitrogen as a default.  Other gases in the simulation can be defined in 

the SPEC name list.  The reaction parameters need to be defined in the REAC line.  In an FDS 

file several different reaction rates can be input, which FDS will perform in order.  The same 

characteristics as the Mixture Fraction Combustion can be defined.   

3.7.2 FDS Practical Uses 
 

A hotel fire occurred in Taoyuan City, Tawian in November, 2003.  The building was 10 

floors tall, and had many different uses including residences, pubs, shops, discos, and the hotel.  

The initial fire started at the service counter on the 7th floor, and was arson caused by gasoline 

spread on the hallway carpet (Shen, Huang, & Chien, 2006).  The fire spread quickly which lead 

to five fatalities and 10 injuries.  Using information from the fire scene investigation, the amount 

of gasoline at the scene could be reasonably predicted.  The model created consisted of 10 cm 

x 10 cm x 10 cm grids, and a total of 4.4 million grids in the calculated area.  The burning 

temperature of gasoline is 1026°C, and in the simulation the burning temperature was 1020°C.  

Grid size is very important in these calculations.  The maximum temperature of the simulation 

with a grid size of 15 cm was 670°C, but the maximum temperature of the simulation with a grid 

size of 10 cm was 1020°C.  The 10 cm grid size is more reasonable and corresponds to the 

burning temperature of the design fire.  The heat release rate curve of the simulation was stable 

and conformed to the time line of fire scene investigation of the evacuees.  The smoke 

movement in the simulation showed that the hallways would be filled with smoke close to the 

floor level after 100s obstructing the escape paths, and all rooms would be filled with thick 

smoke after 300s.  This complied with the investigation into the escape of the occupants.  The 

simulation also indicated the temperature of the hallway at the fire source reached 500°C after 

20 seconds from the initial start.  There was also heavy smoke filling the hallway in the initial 

stages of the fire.  This meant the hotel occupants were trapped in their rooms on that floor 

unless they discovered the fire at its early stages and escaped immediately.  This simulation 
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helped investigators conclude that the fire was indeed started by an accelerating agent.  The 

escape routes would not have been blocked so quickly if not for the use of an accelerating 

agent.  This also showed that fire simulations can be very useful in providing information on fire 

growth and spread, and smoke production and movement. 

Another occasion when an FDS model was used to simulate an actual fire was after a 

residential fire in September 1994.  The police found that the fire originated in the family room of 

the house, which had a substantial fuel load (Sutula, Carpenter, & Roby).  Heat and smoke 

damage was seen throughout the house, with some fire damage seen in the kitchen and 

hallway adjacent to the family room.  There was irregular discoloration on the hardwood floor 

where the carpet had been completely burned off, so samples were taken back by fire 

investigators to a lab for analysis.  The initial investigation reports concluded the fire was 

accidental due to the careless smoking or improper disposal of smoking materials.  In October 

though, the investigators found traces of weathered gasoline on the samples taken from the 

floor.  It was decided that the use of FDS should be used to determine which cause of the fire 

was more likely to occur.  The house was first modeled in FDS, using measurements taken from 

the house and contained 900,000 grids.  Each cell within the house measured approximately 10 

cm on each side.  After the geometry had been completed, the initiating fire scenarios were 

developed and placed into the model.  Both modeled cases used the second floor for fire 

initiation.  In order to determine which case was more likely, the temperature data from the 

simulations was used to compare each case.  By comparing the temperature of the fire and 

smoke at certain periods of time for each case, the investigators would be able to match up 

which scenario most likely described the actual event.  The FDS model was able to determine 

that the incendiary scenario was implausible based on the available evidence, possible time 

lines, and resultant fire conditions within the residence.  The analysis of the temperature data 

within the residence indicated that the more probable scenario that was consistent with the 

available data was the accidental fire scenario. 
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Tests have also been conducted to compare different variables in the computer 

simulation to those in an actual experiment.  One of the most significant factors influencing the 

FDS computation time is the size of the grid cells specified by the user (Friday & Mower, 2001).  

Since it is possible to over resolve or under resolve a space by specifying grid cells that are too 

small or too large, it is important to determine the appropriate size grid for a given scenario.  In 

order to evaluate the accuracy of the computer models, comparisons were made between 7 of 

the 25 full scale fire tests performed at Factory Mutual Research Corporation (FMRC) in the fall 

of 1985.  The test enclosure was an 18.3 m long by 12.2 m wide by 6.1 m high room with a 

concrete floor and 25.4 mm thick Marinite wall and ceiling panels supported on an external 

wood frame.  The enclosure was equipped with a forced ventilation system that was made up of 

six inlet ducts extending 1.2 m below the ceiling.  An exhaust vent .6m x 1.8 m was located on 

the west end of the enclosure. Instruments were set up to measure multiple aspects of the fires.  

These included aspirated and non-aspirated thermocouples, large and small sphere 

calorimeters, vertical and horizontal flow probes, pressure differential analyzers, multiplexed gas 

analyzers (CO2, CO, O2, and total hydrocarbon), blue, red, and IR optical density meters, and 

heat flux meters for the walls, ceiling and floor.  For the tests, the two fire sources were a 

propylene gas burner and a heptanes pool.  Fires were either steady state or growing according 

to a t2 ramp, and peak fire intensities ranged from 500 kW to 2 MW.  The t2 ramp function states 

that the growth in heat release rate is directly proportional to the square of the time step.  There 

are four primary t2 growth curves; slow, medium, fast, and ultra-fast.  Nominal ventilation rates 

varied from 1 to 10 air charges per hour (ACH) with measured rates varying from .5 to 12 ACH.  

The propylene burners were fired from the center of the room, while the heptane pool fires were 

located on the south wall.  

The FDS models were run with varying grid sizes to determine the effect of this input 

parameter on the predictions.  The models were designed after the test specimen above.  The 

grid sizes for the simulations were 0.6 m, 0.3 m, 0.2 m, and 0.15 m, where the dimensions 
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indicate the length of the cubic cell.  Other additional test cases were run to further explore grid 

resolution and heat transfer issues.  These additional test cases included three additional 0.3 m 

grids where 1) the grid was transformed over a 9.3 m2 area around the fire source, 2) the 

radiation calculation was enabled, and a combination of both 1) and 2). 

After each FDS simulation the thermocouple data was transferred into a Microsoft Excel 

template containing the corresponding test data.  The data was then formatted in the 

spreadsheet to allow for point to point temperature comparison over time.  Also some 3-

dimensional plots of predicted vs. measure temperatures were generated at different snapshots 

in time to provide another means for comparing data.  The results of the tests showed that in 

general the predicted temperatures were higher than the measured temperatures.  Average 

temperature difference comparisons showed that FDS predictions were within 75ºC of the 

measured data for all horizontal slices at any given time.  Plume temperatures were off slightly 

more compared to other comparison data, with differences as large as 100ºC.  At first the 

burner in the simulations were modeled with no ramp up time.  This resulted in an early 

temperature spike in the predictions that became larger with increased resolution.  It was 

decided that the test should be run with a ramped heat release rate for this reason.  A t2 ramp 

reaching a maximum heat release rate at 50s was chosen for certain tests.  The ramped heat 

release rate showed much closer temperature norms compared to the non-ramped test.   

It was also seen that in general, improvements in accuracy were seen from the 0.6 m 

grid size to the 0.3 m grid size, but there was no large improvement from the 0.2 m and 0.15 m 

grid sizes.  Increasing the resolution around the fire plume seemed to cause more scatter in the 

predicted plume temperatures.  Smokeview animations from the four grid size cases showed 

improvement in the prediction of plume turbulent structures.  Smokeview is a visual animation 

program that is used to display the output of FDS simulations (NIST, 2009).  These structures 

are predicted more accurately with the smaller grid sizes because their formation is dependent 

on fluid motion that is occurring at smaller length scales than a larger grid is able to capture.  
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Also enabling the radiation calculation, which tripled the run time, slightly improved plume 

predictions, but does not improve overall agreement.  It is important to use the correct grid size 

in the FDS models, but it is unclear on what grid size is optimal for a certain model.  The grid 

size may have as much to do with the accurate placement of fire sources and targets as with 

accurate temperature calculations in large enclosures.  Overall the FDS model is capable of 

providing reliable results for scenarios given appropriate inputs.  The model can correctly predict 

general curve shapes, inflections, and magnitudes.  Smokeview greatly enhances the models 

usability by allowing users to visualize input and output, and is a powerful tool for interpreting 

results and troubleshooting problems. 

We chose to use Fire Dynamics Simulator because it is robust, free, and we can control 

the inputs and the environments we use.  FDS also provides all the calculation and outputs that 

we need to make the model effective.  We can also control the accuracy of FDS based on the 

mesh size we choose, which in turn also affects the time required to run each simulation. 
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4 Project Objectives 
 
 This section contains the objectives this project will investigate. 

4.1 Modeling the ASTM E 2407 Test Standard 
  
 The first and foremost objective of our project was to accurately model the current 

ASTM E 2307 standard.  In order to do this we had to match the temperatures predicted by our 

model‟s thermocouples to the temperatures listed in the ASTM E 2307 calibration table.  We 

also had to vary the mesh size of the model in order to allow for accurate simulations within a 

reasonable amount of time.  Once we achieved this, we moved on to address issues we feel 

affect the results of the standard. 

4.2 Window Dimensions 
 
 The current apparatus design of ASTM E 2037 utilizes a constant sized window 

opening which is 30 inches high and 78 inches wide.  To determine if the current standard is 

sufficient, we had to change the dimensions of the window opening to see how that affects the 

temperatures and heat fluxes on the exterior wall.  We were changing the window opening 

dimensions because windows are not the same size in every building situation.  The dimensions 

of the window opening greatly affect the way a fire plume acts once it is outside of that window 

as well.  Observing the work of Igor Oleszkiewicz, we found that the heat flux density is different 

for his five different window configurations (Oleszkiewicz, 1989).  We performed computer fire 

modeling to study the effect of window dimensions on the characteristics of an exterior fire 

plume.  This allowed us to ensure that during our simulations, the simulations conformed to the 

exterior wall temperature curve put forth in ASTM E 2307. 

4.3 Window Spacing 
 
 In the ASTM E 2307 test, there is currently only one window required to be built in the 

test assembly.  There would need to be another window installed in the test setup in order to 
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test for the leap frog effect.  With this extra window there would also be many more variables in 

the test.  We researched the possible effects of the spacing variation between the bottom 

window and the top window.  This meant the spandrel panel size will also be determined based 

on the distance between the windows.  We used computer fire models in order to determine the 

best spacing between the windows.  The ideal spacing of the window was determined by the 

location that observes the maximum heat flux released from the window burner.  The current 

ASTM E 2307 test has the maximum heat flux focused on the floor/ceiling slab above the 

window.  We modeled which distance above the window would have high enough heat fluxes to 

be able cause glass fall-out.  
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5 Methodology 
 
 This section contains the procedures we followed in order to investigate the leap frog 

phenomena in the ASTM E 2307 test standard. 

5.1 Model ASTM E 2307 Test Standard  
 

 To observe the leap frog effect of a fire from one floor to another via an exterior window 

opening we first modeled the ASTM E 2307 test standard using FDS.  In order to do this we 

used the dimensions given in the ASTM standard to model the appropriate sized test apparatus. 

Each test room has dimensions 120” x 120” x 84”, as per the standard.   Once we had the walls 

and window size and location modeled, we then had to model the burners, and the 

thermocouples needed for the test.  The thermocouples were placed in the 14 required locations 

based on the requirements in the test standard.  Both of the burners were modeled after the 

descriptions for the HRR and location given in the standard as well.  The exact HRR and 

location of the two burners in the model was to be determined during our model iterations.  Also, 

vents were added to the modeled room in order to allow for adequate air flow throughout the 

simulation.  At the end of each simulation run, we had to compare the temperatures the 

thermocouples in the model predicted versus the calibration temperatures of the test standard.  

We used the FDS output files, which are Excel files that list the temperatures for each of the 

thermocouples in the model versus time, in order to compare to the calibration temperatures.  

Once the temperatures of the model made a fair prediction of the temperatures in the test 

standard we went on to model different window sizes in the room. 

5.2 Varying Window Dimensions 
 

Once we had a working FDS model that had similar temperatures as the ASTM test, we 

adjusted the exterior window dimensions to determine which window dimensions gave us the 

highest heat fluxes on the exterior wall.  We used five different window dimension configurations 
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for our simulations.  We obtained the idea for the dimensions from Igor Oleszkiewicz 

(Oleszkiewicz, 1989), and they are ratios based upon his numbers.  The five configurations are 

as follows in Table 8: 

Table 8: Simulation Window Dimensions 

Shape Dimensions height x width 
(feet) 

Area (square feet) 

Square 
 

3 x 3 9 

Wide Rectangle 
 

2.125 x 4.25 ~9 

Tall Rectangle 
 

4.25 x 2.125 ~9 

Large Wide Rectangle 
 

3.18 x 6.37 ~20.32 

Large Tall Rectangle 
 

6.37 x 3.18 ~20.32 

 
 

 The square window served as a base line for the comparison of the tall and wide 

windows.  The window areas have the same values so that we could say that the area was not 

a factor.  Larger windows were added at a scale of 1.5 to the smaller ones to investigate what 

would happen if the windows were in fact larger.   

   FDS is also capable of creating boundary file outputs for multiple different boundary 

quantities.  We used the boundary file output to analyze the heat flux on the exterior wall of our 

test model.  We had to use Smokeview in order to visually simulate these boundary files. The 

boundary file is shown as a color gradient which changes over the course of the fire, and the 

different colors are equivalent to a quantified heat flux.  We compared the heat flux on the wall 

for each of the different window dimensions in order to determine which window dimension 

created the highest heat fluxes. 
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5.3 Analyze Results and Draw Conclusion 
 
 Once all the simulations were completed, we were able to compare the heat flux values 

on the exterior wall for each case.  After the models were compared, we had to decide which 

model would most likely simulate leap frogging.  In order to do this we had to determine the 

heights at which glass would be likely to fall-out on the exterior wall by looking at the heat 

fluxes.  After these heights were determined we were then able to recommend spandrel heights 

that would still allow for glass breakage in upper floors. 
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6 Results 
 

6.1 Model Iterations 
 
 The model we used for this project was based on the ASTM E 2307 standard.  We 

started out with a 0.2 meter mesh size throughout the entire model.  The model was constructed 

with two 3m x 3m x 2m rooms, with one room stacked on top of the other.  We considered the 

walls of the room to be inert in the model.  That meant the walls were non-reacting, and their 

temperatures were fixed at the ambient temperature.  There is a window opening in the bottom 

room which corresponds with the 30 in. x 78 in. inches wide window in the ASTM test.  We 

started by modeling the burner exactly like the test standard had the burner set up.  The test 

called for a 2 inch OD steel pipe, and should be rectangular shaped, with its longitudinal axis at 

least 78.75 inches long and its transverse axis at least 60 inches wide.  The burner extends 72 

inches into the test room.  Holes are drilled in the steel pipe 42 inches from the back wall of the 

test room on both sides.  The test room burner is supported so that it is 30 inches above the 

floor of the test room.  We used these numbers to calculate the size of the test burner we 

thought would be appropriate for the test model.  We constructed a “U” shaped burner which 

was a similar size as the portions of the test room burner which had holes drilled.  The burner 

was suspended 30 inches above the floor of the test model floor.  We also created a window 

burner outside of the test room which was modeled after the window burner in the ASTM test.  

The window burner is constructed similarly to the test room burner with a width of 40 inches, 

and, is located 9 +/- .5 inches below the window header‟s surface, and a maximum of 6 inches 

away from the exterior face of the exterior wall.  The exact location the window burner is located 

away from the exterior wall is determined during the test‟s calibration which were the 

temperatures we had to get our model to match up with.  The test used methane as a fuel 

source, so we defined both burners using a methane combustion reaction, in which we were 

able to specify the desired heat release rate for each burner based on the heat release rate 
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given in the ASTM test.  The methane reaction we used was imported from a NIST methane 

reaction validation example so we would have an accurate methane combustion model.  We 

had to find the Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI) for methane which we found to be 12.1% which we 

then input into the methane reaction‟s properties. 

Thermocouples were added to the model in the same locations as those used in the 

actual test.  These were used to compare the temperatures our model was predicting with the 

temperatures of the test‟s calibration values.  The model‟s mesh extended 3 m outside of the 

window, and 1.5 m above the top of the model room in order to provide adequate air flow for 

more realistic results.  The top boundary and vertical boundary parallel to the window opening 

were considered to be open in order to allow for smoke to leave the model.  The original model 

contained around 13,000 cells and took approximately 90 minutes to run 1800 seconds of 

simulation time.  The results of this model were inaccurate for many reasons.  The mesh size of 

this model was too large, so the temperatures were lower than expected since the fire wasn‟t 

modeled very accurately.  Also, there was inadequate air flow inside of the test room, so the fire 

was being extinguished by a lack of oxygen designated by the methane‟s LOI.  This caused the 

temperatures to drop significantly during the course of the simulation. 

We then experimented with a 0.1 m mesh size for the entire model in order to get more 

accurate results from FDS.  The same model was used, but with the 0.1 m mesh size there 

were 108,000 cells in the model.  These simulations took around 24 hours each to run, and we 

still had problems with oxygen starvation.  We decided to keep the mesh size at 0.1 m for 

further simulations because we would get more accurate results in FDS.  The reason we used 

this size mesh is because in the FDS User Guide, it states to use a D*/dx ratio between 4 and 

16 in order to determine the appropriate mesh size.  In that ratio, dx is the nominal size of a 

mesh cell, and D* is a characteristic fire diameter defined in the following equation: 

   (
 ̇

         √ 
)

(
 
 )
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Where  ̇ is the heat release rate,    is the density of air,    is the specific heat of air,    

is the ambient temperature, and g is the acceleration due to gravity.  We used the heat release 

rate specified for the room burner in the ASTM standard, and properties of air at ambient 

temperatures to substitute the following numbers:  ̇=904 kW,   =1.204 kg/m3,   =1.005 kJ/kg-

K,   =293 K, and g=9.81 m/s2, we found D*=0.95.  This means the most course mesh size we 

should use, with a D*/dx ratio of 4 is with 0.23m cells.  A moderate mesh size, with a D*/dx ratio 

of 10 has cells of 0.092m, which we rounded up to 0.1 m.  The finest mesh size we would have 

to use is with a D*/dx ratio of 16, which gives us a cell size of 0.058 m.  Since it takes much 

longer to run a mesh size of 0.05 m, we used the 0.1 m mesh as a compromise between 

accuracy and time to run each simulation. 

In order to address the inadequate amount of air, we started to add vents in the test 

room which we thought would help the air flow in the room and allow for more sustainable 

combustion.  There were three different types of vents we added in the room to try and fix this 

problem.  At first we added vents which acted like a fan and forced air through the room which 

could help to clear out some of the smoke filling the room.  The other type of vents we used was 

vents that were just open to the atmosphere.  We thought the fire would be able to pull oxygen 

through these vents to continue combustion.  The fan-like vents were forcing the fire around too 

much which gave us inconsistent results.  The open vents didn‟t pull enough air through them in 

order to allow for proper combustion either.  The third type of vent we added were small holes in 

the ceiling which would allow for smoke to leave the test room and allow for more complete 

combustion.  These vents seemed to work the best out of the three, but they also allowed a lot 

of the heat to leave through the ceiling instead of through the window where we desired it to 

leave.  We had to experiment with many different vent locations and sizes, but we were still 

unable to get an accurate enough depiction of the ASTM test. 
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The next step we took was to decrease the mesh size around just the window opening to 

0.02 m because we thought this would allow for a more accurate depiction of the smoke 

transport through the window which could also increase the amount of oxygen in the room.  This 

model had over 255,000 cells, and each simulation took about 3.5 days to complete.  After 

running multiple of these simulations, it did not appear to really improve the values that much 

compared to just the 0.1 meter meshes so we stopped using it.  We then tried a similar setup, 

but this time making the mesh area above the burner inside the test room 0.02 m.  This 

increased the number of cells to over 744,000, and took over a week to run a single simulation.  

Once again the results didn‟t appear to have a big improvement over just the 0.1 m mesh 

simulations. 

There were still problems with the fire not getting enough oxygen, so to deal with this 

problem we turned off the FDS fire suppression by either setting the LOI to 0, or adding the line 

SUPRESSION=.FALSE. in the FDS MISC code.  This not only eliminated the fire suppression 

caused by oxygen starvation, but it also decreased the total amount of time it took to run a 

simulation.  From here we started to rerun some of our previous simulations to check if the 

disabled fire suppression would get us closer to our desired results.  Many of the simulations we 

ran didn‟t include any vents or holes other than the window opening which allowed all the heat 

to leave through the window like we desired it to.  Although there was a large buildup of smoke 

inside the test room, the fire was able to burn at our desired heat release rate because of the 

disabled fire suppression. 

We were able to simplify the model even more to try and get the desired temperatures in 

the ASTM test.  Instead of having the burner being suspended in the air, and being “U” shaped, 

we simplified this to a square burner on the ground.  The window burner was still suspended 

outside of the window since this is required to get accurate results.  Also, we decreased the total 

size of the model in order to decrease the number of cells in the model which would help it run 

quicker.  The mesh extends only 1.5 m away from the window, and doesn‟t extend anymore 
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above the top of the test room itself.  Using the 0.1 m mesh all over the model, the number of 

cells was able to be decreased from 108,000 cells down to 60,000 cells.  This was able to 

decrease the run time of each simulation to about 12 hours.  This model helped us get closer to 

our desired temperatures by moving the room burner around, changing the heat release rate, or 

by changing different vent setups. 

The results from these tests were still inadequate for what we were looking for, so once 

again we decided to decrease the mesh size in certain parts of the model.  The test room that 

included the burner had a 0.05 mesh as well as the window and 0.05 m extending out from the 

window.  The remaining 1m away from the window was a 0.1 m mesh, and the room above the 

test room with the burner used a 0.5 m mesh since the inside of this room was of no importance 

to our results.  This setup had around 250,000 cells and took about 3 days to run with the 

disabled fire suppression.  The results seemed to be slightly more accurate, but they were still 

not in an acceptable range.  For the complete model iterations along with pictures of each of the 

iterations can be seen in Appendix A. 

6.2 Current Model Description 
 
 After running many different simulations to get an accurate representation of the ASTM 

E 2307 test, we eventually found one that the predicted thermocouple temperatures closely 

matched the measured ASTM thermocouple temperatures.  The window dimensions were 30 

inches tall, and 78 inches wide which are the window dimensions in the actual test.  

Thermocouples were placed in all of the locations that are specified in the test as well.  These 

thermocouples predict the temperatures at those certain points which we were then able to 

compare to the temperatures listed in the test standard.  The window burner was also placed in 

the location specified in the test.  A front view of the FDS model we created can be seen in 

Figure 11.  The thermocouples can be seen equally spaced up the outer wall of the model.  The 

window burner is located outside the window 9 inches below the top of the window. 
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Figure 11: Front View of Model 

 

 In this model, the room burner was located on the ground and has an area of 1 m2.  The 

burner was moved to the ground, and converted into a square because we felt this would be a 

more simplistic model to work with, which we could then modify to get our desired results.  Once 

again, thermocouples were placed inside the room with the burner in the same locations 

specified in the test standard.  There were holes in the ceiling of the burner room to allow for 

excess smoke to escape the room so we wouldn‟t have any problems with oxygen starvation.  

These holes were two meters long and 0.1 meters wide, and were located symmetrically on 

each side of the ceiling.  There was also an open vent located directly behind the room burner 

1m2 in area, which was used to provide an air source for the fire to burn.  As the fire burned in 

the simulation, air was entrained from the vent behind the burner which allowed the burner to 

produce a more consistent flame.  The room burner setup along with the thermocouples and 

ventilation holes can be seen in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Right Side View of Model 

 

 The mesh size that we used for this model is 0.1 m all around the model area.  This size 

mesh was able to give us an accurate enough depiction of the test while still having a 

reasonable run time for each simulation.  These simulations usually took around 12 hours each, 

which allowed us to run multiple simulations fairly quickly.  Once we found a test simulation that 

looked like the temperatures were adequate, we then ran the same simulation, but with a 

smaller mesh to compare their accuracy.  The mesh we used for that run was 0.05 m inside the 

burner room, 0.02 m from the window out to 0.9 meters outside the window, and 0.1 m the rest 

of the way outside the window.  The mesh size in the room above the burner room was set to 

0.05 m for the first 0.3 m above the floor/ceiling slab, but then set to 0.5 m in the rest of the 

room because we were not concerned about the smoke movement or temperature in the upper.  

The mesh was also set larger to decrease the number of cells in the model since the smaller 

mesh increased the number of cells drastically.  The mesh is 0.05 m just above the floor to allow 

an accurate movement of smoke from the burner room out the vents in the ceiling.  The smaller 
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mesh setup can be seen in Figure 13, and the different sized meshes can be seen throughout 

the model.  The numbers of cells in the regular 0.1 m mesh were 60,750.  With this smaller 

mesh, the number of cells increases to 892,980 cells.  This was mainly due to the portion of the 

model that had the 0.02 m mesh since it contributed 648,000 cells.  This was over a 10 fold 

increase in the number of cells in the model.  Those simulations took around 10 days each to 

run to the complete 1800 second time period, so we were able to run only a few of them.  The 

FDS files that we used can be seen in Appendix D. 

 

 

Figure 13: Small Mesh Model 

 
 We compared the temperatures at each of the thermocouples in the model to those in 

the test standard to get a comparison of how accurate our model was.  It can be seen in Figure 

14 that our results from the FDS model closely match the temperatures of the ASTM E 2307 

test.  Both the 0.1m mesh and 0.05m mesh model are closely similar to each other as well.  The 
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graph below shows the first thermocouple above the top of the window on the exterior wall of 

the test setup.  The time temperature curves for the other thermocouples on the exterior wall as 

well as the thermocouples in the room can be seen in Appendix B. 

 

Figure 14: Time-Temperature Curve for First Exterior Thermocouple 

 
 The comparison of the temperatures for the first exterior thermocouple between the 

ASTM test and our FDS models can be seen in Table 9.  The percent difference between the 

ASTM test and the FDS models never exceeds 7.09% for this thermocouple.  The other 

thermocouples are not quite as accurate, but their values can be seen in Appendix C. 

 

Table 9: TC2 Temperature Comparison 

Time 
(min) 

ASTM 
Temperature 

C 

0.1m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 
0.1m Mesh 

0.05m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 

0.05m Mesh 

5 317 294.7 7.04% 294.5 7.09% 

10 466 459.5 1.38% 436.0 6.44% 

15 511 511.5 0.10% 525.3 2.79% 

20 533 544.4 2.13% 524.6 1.57% 

25 563 571.9 1.58% 594.7 5.63% 

30 581 559.9 3.63% 560.0 3.62% 
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6.3 Window Dimension Analysis 
 
 In order to compare the effectiveness of different window dimension on the effect of leap 

frogging, we first had to analyze the leap frog effects displayed in the ASTM E 2307 FDS model.  

The results we looked at for comparing to other window dimensions were net heat flux on the 

outside wall, flame profile, and flame height.  From these three items, we were able to decide 

which test model could most accurately depict the leap frog phenomena.   

 Using the same model as shown above, we were able to use Smokeview to collect the 

necessary data for our analysis.  The flame profile and height were found in each case by 

looking at the HRRPUV in each Smokeview file. The preliminary data was taken from the end of 

the simulation since this was when the fire would be the largest, which would give us the largest 

values for heat flux on the wall.  The flame profile and height can be seen in Figure 15.  It can 

be seen that the flame on the exterior of the building are sticking very close to the wall as if they 

were climbing up it.  This is the type of behavior we would expect to see in an ideal leap frog 

case.  Also, we were able to estimate the height of the flames at the end of the simulation by 

using the thermocouples on the exterior wall which are represented as red dots.  The 

thermocouples are spaced 1 foot above the top of the window, and then 1 foot above the 

subsequent one which is the spacing required in the ASTM standard.  Using these 

thermocouples as a guideline, we looked at the Smokeview files to view the flame profile.  We 

were then able to judge the height of the flame based on where the tip of the flame ended 

relative to the exterior thermocouples.  We estimated the height of the flame to be around 5.5 

feet above the top of the window for this simulation.   
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Figure 15: ASTM Test Flame Profile 

 
We were also able to estimate the heat flux values on the wall by using the boundary file 

for net heat flux in Smokeview.  The boundary file uses a gradient of colors to represent varying 

levels of heat flux against the wall.  There is also a scale on the side of the Smokeview screen 

which we used to relate the color gradient to a heat flux value. We have seen from previous 

experiments that for external fires there is a possibility of glass fall-out at around 9 kW/m2, and a 

very significant chance of fall-out at around 35 kW/m2.  These numbers only apply to 3 mm thick 

single glazed windows.  These heat flux values will change with respect to other window setups. 

For the ASTM test model, we found the net heat flux against the outside wall at different 

heights above the top of the window.  The net heat flux boundary file for the end of the 

simulation in the ASTM test scenario can be seen in Figure 16.  From this figure, we were able 

to make a graph of the heat flux against the wall vs. the height above the top of the window.  
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This helps us determine the heights at which we could expect glass fall-out.  This graph can be 

seen in Figure 17.  From the graph we can see that, at around 3 feet above the top of the 

window, the net heat flux is 35 kw/m2.  Also, the heat flux against the wall never reaches below 

10 kW/m2.  This means up to 3 feet above the top of the window there is a significant chance of 

glass fall-out, and there is a slight chance of glass fall-out for a height up to 10 feet above the 

top of the window. 

  

Figure 16: ASTM Test Heat Flux gradient 
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Figure 17: ASTM Test Heat Flux vs. Height above top of window 

 
 
 Once we had a working ASTM test model, we were able to change the window 

dimensions to provide an analysis on the effects of leap frogging based on those dimensions.  

We used the same window dimensions as specified in our methodology to conduct this study.  

The first window size we used was a 3 x 3 ft. square window.  Since the window burner in the 

ASTM E 2307 test was wider than 3 feet, we had to resize the window burner to fit within this 

smaller window.  Although we decreased the size of the window burner, we kept the HRR the 

same by increasing the HRRPUA accordingly.  Also, the height from the top of the burner to the 

top of the window was kept at 9” which is the stated distance in the ASTM test as well.  After 

running the simulation, we found the flames on the window burner were being pushed away 

from the building slightly, which caused the net heat flux on the wall to be lower than in the 

ASTM test model.  This flame profile can be seen in Figure 18.  We were also able to estimate 

the height of the flame using the same method as for the ASTM test simulation.  We found the 

height of the flames in this case to be around 3.8 feet above the top of the window. Also the 

Smokeview heat flux boundary file for the 3x3 ft. window can be seen in Figure 19.  Using the 

Smokeview files we could estimate the heat flux on the wall at the end of the simulation.  A 
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graph of the heat flux vs. height above the top of the window can be seen in Figure 20.  From 

this graph we can see that the heat flux is above 9 kW/m2 up to 3.5 ft. above the top of the 

window.  Also, the heat flux is above 35 kW/m2 up to 1.25 ft. above the top of the window.  This 

means that at the end of the 30 minute simulation, the glass has a slight possibility to break up 

to 3.5 ft. above the top of the window, and is very likely to break up to 1.25 ft. above the top of 

the window.  These heights are much lower than compared to the ASTM test model. 

 

 

Figure 18: 3 x 3 ft. Window Flame Profile 
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Figure 19: 3 x 3 ft. Window Heat Flux gradient 

  

 

Figure 20: 3 x 3 ft. Window Heat Flux vs. Height above Top of Window 
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 The next sized window we looked at was a 2.125 x 4.25 ft. wide window.  Since the 

window is wider than the initial window burner used in the ASTM E 2307 test, we were able to 

keep the window burner dimensions and HRRPUA the same while just changing the window 

size.  In this case, the flames at the end of the simulation stick more towards the wall like in the 

ASTM test model scenario.  The flame profile at the end of the simulation can be seen in Figure 

21.  Since the flames are closer to the wall, the heat flux on the wall is much closer compared to 

the ASTM test case.  We were also able to estimate the height of the flames in this test scenario 

to be around 4.5 feet above the top of the window. 

 

Figure 21: 2.125 x 4.25 ft. Window Flame Profile 
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 Once again we could also estimate the heat flux on the wall using the Smokeview 

boundary file.  The boundary file gradient for the 2.125 x 4.25 ft. window can be seen in Figure 

22.  Also, the graph for the heat flux vs. height above top of the window can be seen in Figure 

23.  From these figures, it can be seen that the heat flux is over 9 kW/m2 all the way up the wall 

of the simulation room.  This means the glass has a slight possibility to fall-out over 10.4 ft. 

above the top of the window.  The heat flux is above 35 kW/m2 up to 3 ft. above the top of the 

window as well, which provides a strong chance of glass fall-out for that height above the 

window. 

 

Figure 22: 2.125 x 4.25 ft. Window Heat Flux gradient 
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Figure 23: 2.125 x 4.25 ft. Heat Flux vs. Height above top of Window 

 

 

Figure 24: 4.25 x 2.125 ft. Window Flame Profile 
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The next sized window we looked at was a 4.25 x 2.125 ft. wide window.  This window is 

a tall narrow window, so the window burner had to be decreased in length as in the 3x3 ft. 

window.  Once again we also had to adjust the HRRPUA accordingly to keep the same HRR for 

the simulation.  The flames in this case are detached from the wall similar to the 3x3 ft. case, 

but they are detached by a little more.  The flame profile for this window size can be seen in 

above in Figure 24.  The estimated flame height outside of the window is around 3.4 feet. 

 The heat flux in this simulation can be estimated by using the heat flux boundary file 

once again which can be seen in Figure 25.  The graph of heat flux vs. height above the top of 

the window can also be seen in Figure 26. 

 

 

Figure 25: 4.25 x 2.125 ft. Window Heat Flux gradient 
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Figure 26: 4.25 x 2.125 ft. Heat Flux vs. Height above top of window 

 

From the figures above, it can be seen that the heat flux is above 9 kW/m2 up to 3 ft. 

above the top of the window, while the heat flux never reaches above 35 kW/m2.  This means 

for this window size, the window never has a very strong chance of having the glass fall-out, but 

there is a small chance of fall-out up to 3 ft. above the window. 

Next we looked at larger sized windows, which have the same area as each other.  The 

first window we investigated was a 3.1875 x 6.375 ft. wide window.  Similar to the smaller sized 

wide window, the flames are attached to the wall after exiting the window.  The flame profile is 

very similar to the smaller window, but the flames stretch higher above the window, and can be 

seen in Figure 27.  The flame height in this simulation is estimated around 6 feet tall. 
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Figure 27: 3.1875 x 6.375 ft. Window Flame Profile 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 28: 3.1875 x 6.375 Window Heat Flux gradient 
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 The heat flux gradient from the Smokeview boundary file can be seen in Figure 28, 

which shows large heat fluxes on the wall. The graph of the heat fluxes vs. the height above the 

top of the window can also be seen in Figure 29.  The heat flux on the wall is over 9 kW/m2 all 

the way up the wall just like the smaller sized wide window.  The heat flux is above 35 kW/m2 up 

to 3 feet above the top of the window as well. 

 

Figure 29: 3.1875 x 6.375 ft. Window Heat Flux vs. Height above top of window 

 

 

 The last sized window that we tested was a 6.375 x 3.1875 ft. wide window.  Once 

again, the flame profile from this window is very similar to the smaller narrow window which can 

be seen in Figure 30.  The window was wide enough so that the window burner did not have to 

be resized like the other narrow window.  The height of the flame above the top of the window is 

around 3.5 feet.   
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Figure 30: 6.375 x 3.1875 ft. Window Flame Profile 

 

  

 

Figure 31: 6.375 x 3.1875 ft. Window Heat Flux Gradient 
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Figure 32: 6.375 x 3.1875 ft. Window Heat Flux vs. Height above top of window 

  

 The heat flux gradient from the Smokeview boundary file can be seen in Figure 31, and 

the heat flux vs. height above the top of the window can be seen in Figure 32.  From the above 

figures, it can be seen that the heat flux is above 9 kW/m2 up to 2.5 ft. above the top of the 

window, and the heat flux is never above 35 kW/m2 in this case.  There would only be a slight 

chance of window fall-out up to 2.5 ft. above the top of the window, and never a very significant 

chance of fall-out. 

 The overall results of these test dimensions can be seen in Table 10.  From this table, 

it can be seen that all of the wide windows have fairly similar results, and all of the tall windows 

also have similar results as well.   
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Table 10: Window Dimension Results 

 
Window Size 

Flame 
Height 

(ft.) 

 
Flame Profile 

Height above window with 
heat flux greater than 9 

kW/m
2
 

(ft.) 

Height above window with 
heat flux greater than 35 

kW/m
2
 

(ft.) 

ASTM 
Standard 

(2.5 x 6.5 ft.) 
5.5 Against wall 10+ 3 

3 x 3 ft. 
Square 

3.8 
Slightly away 

from wall 
3.5 1.25 

2.125 x 4.25 
ft. Wide 

4.5 Against wall 10+ 3 

4.25 x 2.125 
ft. Tall 

3.4 
Far away 
from wall 

3 0 

3.18 x 6.37 ft. 
Wide 

6 Against wall 10+ 3 

6.37 x 3.18 ft. 
Tall 

3.5 
Far away 
from wall 

2.5 0 
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Conclusions/ Recommendations 

 After running many computer simulations, we have concluded that the setup that would 

best model a leap frog scenario would be the 3.18 x 6.37 foot wide window.  The flame height 

from this sized window is taller, approximately 6 ft., than any of the other windows sizes that we 

tested.  The heat fluxes against the exterior wall are sufficient enough to have a possibility to 

cause glass breakage over 10 ft. above the top of the window with a heat flux over 9 

kW/m2.   The wider windows do not have as great of an exit velocity out the window, which 

allows the flames to “stick” to the exterior wall.  This causes the heat fluxes to be greater since 

the flames and hot gases are closer to the wall.  With the tall, narrow windows, the velocity of 

the fire exiting the window is higher, which pushes the flames away from the exterior wall face, 

thus having lower heat flux values.  

 The purpose of this project was to see if ASTM E 2307 was adequate to test for the 

leap frog effect.  Though our results showed that the 3.18 x 6.37 ft. wide window had the 

greatest chances of window breakage and thus leap frogging, we found that the current ASTM 

test with a 30 in. X 78 in. wide window is capable to test for this phenomenon as well.  The 

current ASTM E 2307 standard will allow for possible glass breakage, at 9 kW/m2, over 10 ft. 

above the top of the window.  There is also probable glass fall-out at 3 ft. above the top of the 

window, which is similar to the 3.18 x 6.37 ft. wide scenario, which corresponds to a heat flux of 

35 kW/m2.  This would allow the current test to be used for the study of leap frogging without 

having to change the original ASTM E 2307 test standard apparatus. 

 The recommendations we have for the ASTM committee is to use the current ASTM E 

2307 test apparatus configuration to test for leap frogging.  In order to properly adapt the test 

apparatus for leap frog testing, a few changes should be made.  A second window should be 

installed above the window opening in the burner room.  This window will be used to predict 

when glass fall-out will occur.  The bottom of this window should be placed 3 ft. above the top of 
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the burner room window opening.  At this height, the heat fluxes are around 35 kW/m2, which 

has a likely chance to cause glass fall-out.  Both thermocouples and Gardon gauges should be 

placed in appropriate locations around the window in order to determine the temperature and 

heat flux on the window when it fails.  It is also recommended to perform a physical test in order 

to confirm our results due to simplifications made in our computer model. 

 Leap frogging has caused substantial damage to high-rise buildings in the past, and 

with our results the ASTM committee will be able to test for the possible occurrence of leap 

frogging with slight modifications to the current ASTM E 2307 test setup.  
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Appendix A – Model Iteration Results 
 
 
Parameters: 
 
Window Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
Area 
(m

2
) 

Burner Location Vent Location 
and Area 

Mesh Size 

 
3620 

 

 
3120 

 
0.52 

U shape in 
center of the 

room 
 

 
Just Window 

 
0.2 m all 
around 

 
Smokeview Picture: 
 

 
Results: 
 
 This is one of the first simulations that we ran. We calculated the HRRPUA that we 

should use for this run by using the area of the burner, and the HRR given in the ASTM E 2307 

test.  The values listed above are the values that we calculated.  Fire suppression was still 

enabled during these runs, so we ran into multiple problems around this time.  The 

temperatures in the outside thermocouples were similar to those in the ASTM test up until 5 

minutes.  After 5 minutes the temperatures stayed constant when they were supposed to 

increase throughout the simulation.  This was due to smoke buildup inside of the burner room 

causing the fire to become oxygen starved.  We continued running similar simulations like this 

one with different HRRPUA‟s in an attempt to get a better time temperature curve.  These other 

simulations also got inadequate results mainly due to oxygen starvation. 
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Parameters: 
 
Window Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
Area 
(m

2
) 

Burner Location Vent Location 
and Area 

Mesh Size 

 
2500 

 

 
3500 

 
0.52 

U shape in 
center of the 

room 
 

1 m
2
 located in 

middle of the 
room. 5 m/s 

velocity 

 
0.1 m all 
around 

 
Smokeview Picture: 

 
Results: 
 
 Since our previous simulations were being oxygen starved, we added a vent below the 

burner which had a velocity of 5 m/s coming out of it to try and push some of the smoke outside 

the window.  The vent has an area of 1 m2, and is one of the first vents we tried.  We weren‟t 

sure of what to set the velocity of air coming out of the vent to be so this first run was mainly to 

get a starting point for further runs.  The temperatures outside the window in this case never 

reached above 100 C, so we realized the velocity was much too high.  The heat release rates 

were also modified from the original HRR because those were the numbers we found worked 

best from the previous simulations run.  The mesh size was also reduced to 0.1 m because the 

smaller mesh size is more accurate in FDS, and we were striving to get more accurate results 

from each of our simulations.  From here we modified the vent to get better results. 
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Parameters: 
 
Window Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
Area 
(m

2
) 

Burner Location Vent Location 
and Area 

Mesh Size 

 
3000 

 

 
4000 

 
0.52 

U shape in 
center of the 

room 
 

0.25 m
2
 located 

in middle of the 
room. 2 m/s 

velocity 

 
0.1 m all 
around 

 
Smokeview Picture: 

 

 
Results: 
 
 This simulation has a smaller vent located in the middle of the room, along with a lower 

velocity of air being pushed out of it.  This is because the previous simulation‟s temperatures 

were much too low from the addition of the vent.  The HRRPUA was also increased in this 

simulation to account for the lower temperatures as well.  At this time we were looking mainly at 

the temperatures inside the room to match with the test, but later on we would only be looking 

on the temperatures on the outside wall.  These outside temperatures look decent, but they are 

not quite where they needed be.  They also have large fluctuations.  We continued running 

similar simulations with different HRRPUA‟s and air velocities to try and get even closer. 
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Parameters: 
 
Window Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
Area 
(m

2
) 

Burner Location Vent Location 
and Area 

Mesh Size 

 
3620 

 

 
4000 

 
0.52 

U shape in 
center of the 

room 
 

1 m
2
 located in 

middle of the 
room. 0.5 m/s 

velocity 

0.02 mesh in 
window. 0.1 

mesh 
elsewhere 

 
Smokeview Picture: 

 

 
Results: 
 
 We thought that the mesh might have been too small in the window, where all the 

smoke was escaping, to predict the correct smoke movement.  To compensate for this we 

decreased the mesh size inside the window to 0.02 m, which would help the smoke 

transportation, but it also wouldn‟t significantly increase the amount of time the simulation would 

run for.  The results of this were similar to the runs with just the 0.1 m mesh, but it took a few 

hours more so we decided to stay with the 0.1 m mesh for a while after running this a few times. 
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Parameters: 
 
Window Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
Area 
(m

2
) 

Burner Location Vent Location 
and Area 

Mesh Size 

 
2500 

 

 
5000 

 
0.52 

U shape in 
center of the 

room 
 

0.25 m
2
 located 

in middle of the 
room. 1 m/s 

velocity. 
Opening in the 
back, 1.4 m

2
 

 
0.1 m all 
around 

 
Smokeview Picture: 

 

 
 

Results: 
 
 The previous vents were just being used to push smoke out.  We still had problems 

with oxygen starvation so in order to entrain more air into the fire, so we added an opening in 

the back of the room to allow for this air flow.  The temperatures of this test followed a curve 

similar to the ASTM test, but the temperatures were much too low.  We continued running 

similar simulations with the air vent, as well as the open vent in the back of the room to try and 

get closer results.  We changed the size of the open vent as well as making the vent have an air 

velocity to force smoke out.  
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Parameters: 
 
Window Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
Area 
(m

2
) 

Burner Location Vent Location 
and Area 

Mesh Size 

 
2500 

 

 
6000 

 
0.52 

U shape in 
center of the 

room 
 

1 m
2
 located in 

middle of the 
room. 0.5 m/s 

velocity. 
2 openings in 
the back, 0.4 

m
2 
each. 

 
0.1 m all 
around 

 
Smokeview Picture: 

 
 

Results: 
 
 When the large opening in the back of the room was being used, the temperatures 

were too low because there was too much air flow inside the room.  Also, there still wasn‟t 

enough air being entrained from below the burner.  To compensate for this, we made the vent in 

the top of the room much smaller, and also added another vent in the bottom of the room to 

allow air to be pulled through the bottom.  The first thermocouple on the outside wall looked 

decent, but as you went up the wall the temperatures continued to drop significantly, giving us 

bad results.  
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Parameters: 
 

Window 
Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
Area 
(m

2
) 

Burner 
Location 

Vent Location and Area Mesh Size 

 
2500 

 

 
5000 

 
0.52 

U shape in 
center of the 

room 
 

1 m
2
 located in middle of 

the room. 0.5 m/s 
velocity. 2 openings in 
the back, 0.4 m

2 
each. 

Hole in middle of the 
ceiling, 1 m

2
 

 
0.1 m all 
around 

 
Smokeview Picture: 

 
 

Results: 
 
 We added a hole in the top of the ceiling of the burner room in order to allow smoke to 

travel into the upper portion of the test setup.  This was a way to get rid of some of the smoke in 

the room allowing the flame to receive more oxygen to continue combustion.  The first 

thermocouple outside of the window reported temperatures that were slightly low, but the 

thermocouples higher up the wall had much lower temperatures than needed.  This was due to 

the fact that a lot of the heat in burner room was just going upwards into the secondary room 

instead of out the window.  
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Parameters: 
 

Window 
Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
Area 
(m

2
) 

Burner 
Location 

Vent Location and Area Mesh Size 

 
2500 

 

 
6500 

 
0.52 

 
U shape in 

center of the 
room 

 

3 m
2
 located in middle of 

the room. 0.5 m/s 
velocity. 2 openings in 
the back, 0.4 m

2 
each. 

Hole in front and back of 
ceiling, 0.45 m

2
 each 

 
0.1 m all 
around 

 
Smokeview Picture: 

 
 

Results: 
 
 Since all the heat was being lost when the ceiling hole was directly above the burner, 

we moved the ceiling holes to the front and back of the room.  The holes are 0.15 m wide and 

stretch all the way across the room.  The temperatures in this case were very unstable, and 

fluctuated a lot throughout the course of the simulation.  We concluded the outcome was like 

that because there was too much air flowing through the ceiling instead of out the window.  
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Parameters: 
 

Window 
Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
Area 
(m

2
) 

Burner 
Location 

Vent Location and Area Mesh Size 

 
3620 

 

 
3120 

 
0.52 

 
U shape in 

center of the 
room 

 

2.25 m
2
 open vent 

located in back of room. 
2 openings on ceiling 
sides, 0.2 m

2 
each. 

 

 
0.1 m all 
around 

 
Smokeview Picture: 

 
 

Results: 
 
 In this model, we decreased the size of the mesh area in order to decrease the number 

of cells, which would decrease the time it took each simulation to run.  Also, instead of having a 

vent with a velocity in the bottom of the room, we just left it open so the flame could naturally 

entrain air from the bottom of the floor.  Also, there are holes in the ceiling on each side to allow 

smoke to vent out.  The Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI) was also decreased in this simulation from 

0.12 down to 0.01 to try and allow the flame to burn in lower oxygen settings. Although the LOI 

was decreased, low temperatures were still encountered from oxygen starvation. 
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Parameters: 
 

Window 
Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
Area 
(m

2
) 

Burner 
Location 

Vent Location and Area Mesh Size 

 
3620 

 

 
1500 

 
1 

Square in 
center of the 

room 
X: 1-2 m 
Y: 1-2 m 

1 m
2
 open vent in back 

of room on floor. 2 
openings on ceiling 
sides, 0.2 m

2 
each. 

 

 
0.1 m all 
around 

 
Smokeview Picture: 

 
 
 

Results: 
 
 Even with the LOI at 0.01, there were still problems with oxygen starvation, because 

the oxygen concentrations were decreasing significantly after the first few minutes of the 

simulation.  From here on, we ran all of the simulations with the fire suppression model of FDS 

turned off, so the amount of oxygen doesn‟t affect the fire.  We also just put the burner on the 

floor because this would be easier for FDS to model.  There is also an open vent right behind 

the burner to try and have the air coming in push the flame more towards the window as the 

smoke is leaving.  We adjusted the room burner‟s HRRPUA to account for the difference in 

burner area with this new burner as well.  At the time that we ran this model, we were looking 

mainly at the room temperatures and were ignoring the outside temperatures.  Later when we 

were focusing on the outside temperatures, we relooked at this model, and the outside 

temperatures were adequate enough for us to use this model in the rest of the project.  This was 

the best model to replicate the ASTM E 2307 test that we found. 
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Parameters: 
 

Window 
Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
Area 
(m

2
) 

Burner Location Vent Location and 
Area 

 
Mesh Size 

 
3620 

 

 
2000 

 
1 

Square in center 
of the room 

X: 1-2 m 
Y: 1-2 m 

 
Only Window 

 
0.1 m all 
around 

 
 
Smokeview Picture: 

 
 

Results: 
 
 Since we now had the fire suppression turned off, we were able to go back to our 

original types of runs with no vents.  Now in this case, we wouldn‟t have problems with oxygen 

starvation so the fire would continue to burn as we specified it to.  The fire would continue to 

grow in these simulations, and would act very spontaneously in its movements, so the 

temperatures also reflected this same result.  The fire would start off burning mainly inside the 

room, and then after about 1500s, it would then burn mainly outside the window which would 

cause a rapid increase in the temperatures at that time.  Once again, we experimented with 

different HRR‟s to check for any changes that might occur.  We also experimented with moving 

the burner closer to the window and farther away from the window to see how that distance 

might affect the results. 
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Parameters: 
 

Window 
Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
Area 
(m

2
) 

Burner 
Location 

Vent Location 
and Area 

Mesh Size 

 
3620 

 

 
1500 

 
1 

Square in 
center of the 

room 
X: 1-2 m 
Y: 1-2 m 

 
Only Window 

 

0.05 m inside burner 
room and 0.5 m 

outside window. 0.1 
elsewhere 

 
Smokeview Picture: 

 

 
 

Results: 
 
 Once we started to get decent looking results from simulations with a mesh size of 0.1 

m all around, we ran other simulations with a smaller mesh size in key areas which would 

increase the accuracy of the simulation and possibly get us closer to our target temperatures.  

The temperatures of the first thermocouple on the outside generally looked good in these runs, 

but the higher thermocouples against the wall had much lower temperatures than required.  This 

was partly due to the model we were running, but also due to the increased accuracy in the 

smoke propagation and temperatures on the outside.  The simulations took around 5 days to 

run each one, so we were only able to run a small amount of them due to time constraints. 
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Parameters: 
 

Window 
Burner 

HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room Burner 
HRRPUA 
(kW/m

2
) 

Room 
Burner Area 

(m
2
) 

Burner 
Location 

Vent Location 
and Area 

Mesh Size 

 
3800 

 

 
1750 

 
1 

Square in 
center of the 

room 
X: 1-2 m 
Y: 1-2 m 

1 m
2
 open 

vent in back of 
room on floor.  
2 openings on 
ceiling sides, 
0.2 m

2 
each. 

 

0.05 m inside burner 
room. 

0.02 m outside window 
to 0.9 m. 

0.5 m above burner 
room. 

0.1 m rest of the area  

 
Smokeview Picture: 

 

 
 

Results: 
 
 We used the best model we had to run on this simulation because the mesh size is 

smaller than any other simulation we ran.  It takes 15 days to run a single simulation with this 

mesh size, so we were only able to run a limited number of them.  This simulation was meant to 

be used for grid resolution comparisons with our 0.1m mesh model.  The results of this model 

were very similar to the 0.1m mesh model we used to vary the window dimensions.  The 

temperatures in this model seem to fluctuate a little more, and they can be seen in the 

thermocouple comparison graphs as the 0.05m mesh. 
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Appendix B – Model Thermocouple Comparisons 
 
 This appendix shows the comparison of temperatures of the thermocouples in our 

model for different mesh sizes and the actual ASTM test.  We compared the 0.1 m mesh, which 

is the mesh size we used in most of our model, to the 0.05 m mesh since there is usually more 

accuracy with a smaller mesh size.  We compared both of these values to those listed in the 

ASTM E 2307 test‟s calibration table.  The time temperature curve for the first exterior 

thermocouples is in the results section of the report.  The temperatures for that thermocouple 

are very close to those in the ASTM test standard. 

 

 

Figure 33: Time-Temperature Curve for Second Exterior Thermocouple 

 

The results for the second exterior thermocouple, shown in Figure 33, are slightly lower 

then what is required by the ASTM standard.  Since we are focusing mainly on heat fluxes on 

the exterior wall, the temperatures here are close enough for us to use in our project.  The two 

different mesh sizes are fairly close temperature wise, with each one having slightly higher 

temperatures at different intervals. 
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Figure 34: Time-Temperature Curve for Third Exterior Thermocouple 

 
It seems that as we move up the wall to the third thermocouple, seen in Figure 34, the 

temperatures are slightly lower compared to the lower thermocouples in the ASTM test, and 

they begin to more closely match the test again as you move up the wall.  The fourth exterior 

thermocouple can be seen below in Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35: Time-Temperature Curve for Fourth Exterior Thermocouple 
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Figure 36: Time-Temperature Curve for Fifth Exterior Thermocouple 

 
 The thermocouple temperatures get closer to the ASTM test temperatures once again 

when we reach the highest thermocouples on the exterior wall.  For the fifth exterior 

thermocouple, shown in Figure 36, the 0.1 m mesh is slightly closer to the ASTM curve.  

 

Figure 37: Time-Temperature Curve for Sixth Exterior Thermocouple 
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For the sixth thermocouple, seen in Figure 37, the 0.05 m mesh is closer, so the two 

mesh sizes each have similar results with fluctuating changes relative to the ASTM curve. 

 

 

Figure 38: Interior Face of Exterior Wall Thermocouple Average 

  

Figure 39: Assembly Thermocouple Average 
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We were not focusing too much on the room temperatures in the models since the exterior 

temperatures would be the ones we used to base our conclusions off of.  These two graphs 

show the comparison of the room temperatures between the computer models and the actual 

test though.  The temperatures match closely to the ASTM curve at first, but then stay constant 

for the remainder of the time instead of continuing to increase.  
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Appendix C – Time- Temperature TC Comparison Tables 
 

Table 11:TC3 Temperature Comparison 

Time 
(min) 

ASTM 
Temperature 

C 

0.1m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 
0.1m Mesh 

0.05m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 

0.05m Mesh 

5 359 255.1 28.94 255.1 28.95 
10 546 453.7 16.91 424.8 22.20 
15 605 497.1 17.84 514.9 14.89 
20 639 566.7 11.32 537.6 15.87 
25 674 590.9 12.32 621.0 7.87 
30 702 572.5 18.44 595.0 15.24 

 

Table 12: TC4 Temperature Comparison 

Time 
(min) 

ASTM 
Temperature 

C 

0.1m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 
0.1m Mesh 

0.05m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 

0.05m Mesh 

5 341 226.1 33.69 226.1 33.69 
10 521 425.5 18.34 406.8 21.92 
15 591 474.7 19.67 480.9 18.63 
20 634 546.1 13.87 517.9 18.32 
25 674 575.1 14.68 594.8 11.75 
30 712 554.0 22.19 595.5 16.37 

 

Table 13: TC5 Temperature Comparison 

Time 
(min) 

ASTM 
Temperature 

C 

0.1m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 
0.1m Mesh 

0.05m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 

0.05m Mesh 

5 302 204.9 32.14 204.9 32.16 
10 459 392.1 14.58 378.9 17.44 
15 528 447.5 15.24 441.3 16.42 
20 573 512.7 10.52 486.2 15.15 
25 613 546.1 10.92 557.1 9.12 
30 662 526.5 20.47 574.4 13.23 

 

Table 14: TC6 Temperature Comparison 

Time 
(min) 

ASTM 
Temperature 

C 

0.1m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 
0.1m Mesh 

0.05m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 

0.05m Mesh 

5 272 187.7 30.98 174.1 36.00 
10 407 359.6 11.65 320.3 21.30 
15 469 416.3 11.24 367.7 21.60 
20 509 474.2 6.83 419.1 17.67 
25 542 508.3 6.22 481.8 11.11 
30 597 491.5 17.67 503.5 15.67 
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Table 15: TC7 Temperature Comparison 

Time 
(min) 

ASTM 
Temperature 

C 

0.1m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 
0.1m Mesh 

0.05m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 

0.05m Mesh 

5 244 174.0 28.68 187.7 23.07 
10 366 331.5 9.43 349.0 4.65 
15 419 385.8 7.92 402.8 3.86 
20 458 436.6 4.68 452.9 1.12 
25 489 468.8 4.13 519.0 -6.13 
30 543 453.2 16.54 541.2 0.34 

 

Table 16: Interior Face of Exterior Wall TC Temperature Comparison 

Time 
(min) 

ASTM 
Temperature 

C 

0.1m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 
0.1m Mesh 

0.05m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 

0.05m Mesh 

5 622 564.0 9.33 563.9 9.35 
10 730 641.3 12.15 625.4 14.32 
15 806 675.3 16.21 675.5 16.19 
20 871 671.8 22.87 685.5 21.29 
25 869 727.9 16.24 718.2 17.35 
30 898 717.8 20.07 706.3 21.35 

 

Table 17: Assembly Room Average TC Temperature Comparison 

Time 
(min) 

ASTM 
Temperature 

C 

0.1m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 
0.1m Mesh 

0.05m Mesh 
Temperatures 

C 

Percent 
Difference 

0.05m Mesh 

5 574 588.0 -2.43 588.0 -2.44 
10 703 667.2 5.10 656.2 6.65 
15 778 705.4 9.33 706.3 9.21 
20 859 684.0 20.38 685.2 20.23 
25 858 723.7 15.65 721.6 15.90 
30 902 713.8 20.86 711.2 21.15 
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Appendix D – FDS Files 
 
0.1 m Mesh – ASTM E 2307 

 
&HEAD TITLE='Leap Frog'/ 
&TIME T_END=1.8000000E003/ 
&MISC SUPRESSION=.FALSE./ 
 
&MESH ID='1', IJK=30,45,45, XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,0.00,4.50/ 
 
&REAC ID='Methane', 
      FYI='AFT NIST Multi-Floor FDS5 Validation', 
      C=1.00, 
      H=4.00, 
      O=0.00, 
      N=0.00, 
      X_O2_LL=0.00/ 
 
&SURF ID='Room Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      EMISSIVITY=1.00, 
      HRRPUA=1.7500000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Room Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
&SURF ID='Window Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      EMISSIVITY=1.00, 
      HRRPUA=3.8000000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Window Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.00/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.4100/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.54/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.73/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.13,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.93,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,1.52,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='O2 High', QUANTITY='VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', XYZ=1.52,1.52,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='O2 Low', QUANTITY='VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', XYZ=1.52,1.52,1.48/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #2', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,1.75/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #3', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.06/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #4', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.36/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #5', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.67/ 
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&DEVC ID='TC #6', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.97/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #7', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,3.28/ 
&DEVC ID='TIMER', QUANTITY='TIME', XYZ=0.00,0.00,0.00, SETPOINT=300.00/ 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,0.00,2.20, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Front 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,3.00,2.00,2.30, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Ceiling 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,2.20,4.50, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 2nd Floor Front 
&OBST XB=0.95,2.05,-0.50,-0.4000,1.20,1.20, SURF_IDS='Window Burner','INERT','INERT', 
DEVC_ID='TIMER'/ Window Burner 
 
&HOLE XB=5.0000000E-001,2.5000000E000,-3.0000000E-001,0.0000000E000,7.0000000E-
001,1.4000000E000/ 1st Floor Window 
&HOLE XB=0.0000000E000,1.0000000E-001,4.0000000E-
001,2.6000000E000,2.0000000E000,2.3000000E000/ Ceiling Hole 1 
&HOLE XB=2.9000000E000,3.0000000E000,4.0000000E-
001,2.6000000E000,2.0000000E000,2.3000000E000/ Ceiling Hole 2 
 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,-1.50,0.00,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Min Y for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,4.50,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Max Z for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='Room Burner', XB=1.00,2.00,1.00,2.00,0.00,0.00/ Room Burner 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=1.00,2.00,2.00,3.00,0.00,0.00/ Floor Vent Open 
 
&BNDF QUANTITY='NET HEAT FLUX'/ 
&BNDF QUANTITY='INCIDENT HEAT FLUX'/ 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=1.50/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', PBX=1.52/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBX=1.52/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=3.00/ 

 
&TAIL / 
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0.05 m Mesh – ASTM E 2307 
 
&HEAD TITLE='Leap Frog'/ 
&TIME T_END=1.8000000E003/ 
&MISC SUPRESSION=.FALSE./ 
 
&MESH ID='1', IJK=60,60,40, XB=0.00,3.00,0.00,3.00,0.00,2.00/ 
&MESH ID='2', IJK=60,18,90, XB=0.00,3.00,-0.90,0.00,0.00,4.50/ 
&MESH ID='3', IJK=60,60,10, XB=0.00,3.00,0.00,3.00,2.00,2.50/ 
&MESH ID='4', IJK=6,6,5, XB=0.00,3.00,0.00,3.00,2.50,4.50/ 
&MESH ID='5', IJK=60,12,90, XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,-0.90,0.00,4.50/ 
 
&REAC ID='Methane', 
      FYI='AFT NIST Multi-Floor FDS5 Validation', 
      C=1.00, 
      H=4.00, 
      O=0.00, 
      N=0.00, 
      X_O2_LL=0.00/ 
 
&SURF ID='Window Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      EMISSIVITY=1.00, 
      HRRPUA=3.8000000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Window Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.00/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.4100/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.54/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.73/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
&SURF ID='Room Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      EMISSIVITY=1.00, 
      HRRPUA=1.7500000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Room Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.13,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.93,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.50,1.50,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Oxygen High', QUANTITY='VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', XYZ=1.50,1.50,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Oxygen Middle', QUANTITY='VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', 
XYZ=1.50,1.50,1.00/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #2', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,1.75/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #3', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.06/ 
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&DEVC ID='TC #4', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.36/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #5', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.67/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #6', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.97/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #7', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,3.28/ 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,0.00,2.20, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Front 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.2000,3.00,2.00,2.30, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Ceiling 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,2.20,4.50, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 2nd Floor Front 
&OBST XB=0.95,2.05,-0.50,-0.4000,1.22,1.22, SURF_IDS='Window Burner','INERT','INERT'/ Window 
burner 
 
&HOLE XB=5.3000000E-001,2.5100000E000,-2.0000000E-001,0.0000000E000,6.9000000E-
001,1.4500000E000/ 1st Floor Window 
&HOLE XB=2.9000000E000,3.0000000E000,5.0000000E-
001,2.5000000E000,1.9900000E000,3.0000000E000/ Hole 
&HOLE XB=0.0000000E000,1.0000000E-001,5.0000000E-
001,2.5000000E000,1.9800000E000,3.0000000E000/ Hole 
 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,-1.50,0.00,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Min Y for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,4.50,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Max Z for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='Room Burner', XB=1.00,2.00,1.00,2.00,0.00,0.00/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=1.00,2.00,2.00,3.00,0.00,0.00/ Vent 
 
&BNDF QUANTITY='NET HEAT FLUX'/ 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', PBX=1.50/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBX=1.50/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=1.50/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', PBX=2.90/ 

 
&TAIL / 
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0.1 m Mesh – 2.125 x 4.25 ft. wide window 

&HEAD CHID='2_125x4_25', TITLE='Leap Frog'/ 
&TIME T_END=1.8000000E003/ 
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='2_125x4_25.ge1'/ 
 
&MESH ID='1', IJK=30,45,45, XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,0.00,4.50/ 
 
&REAC ID='Methane', 
      FYI='AFT NIST Multi-Floor FDS5 Validation', 
      C=1.00, 
      H=4.00, 
      O=0.00, 
      N=0.00, 
      X_O2_LL=0.00/ 
 
&SURF ID='Window Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=3.8000000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Window Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.00/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.4100/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.54/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.73/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
&SURF ID='Room Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=1.7500000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Room Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.13,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.93,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,1.52,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='GAS', QUANTITY='VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', XYZ=1.52,1.52,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='GAS02', QUANTITY='VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', XYZ=1.52,1.52,1.48/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #2', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,1.75/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #3', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.06/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #4', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.36/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #5', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.67/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #6', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.97/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #7', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,3.28/ 
&DEVC ID='TIMER', QUANTITY='TIME', XYZ=0.00,0.00,0.00, SETPOINT=300.00/ 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,0.00,2.20, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Front 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,3.00,2.00,2.30, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Ceiling 
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&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,2.20,4.50, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 2nd Floor Front 
&OBST XB=0.95,2.05,-0.50,-0.4000,1.09,1.09, SURF_IDS='Window Burner','INERT','INERT', 
DEVC_ID='TIMER'/ Obstruction 
 
&HOLE XB=8.5000000E-001,2.1500000E000,-3.0000000E-001,0.0000000E000,6.7500000E-
001,1.3250000E000/ 1st Floor Window 
&HOLE XB=0.0000000E000,1.0000000E-001,5.0000000E-
001,2.5000000E000,2.0000000E000,2.3000000E000/ Hole 
&HOLE XB=2.9000000E000,3.0000000E000,5.0000000E-
001,2.5000000E000,2.0000000E000,2.3000000E000/ Hole 
 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,-1.50,0.00,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Min Y for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,4.50,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Max Z for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='Room Burner', XB=1.00,2.00,1.00,2.00,0.00,0.00/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=1.00,2.00,2.00,3.00,0.00,0.00/ Vent 
 
&BNDF QUANTITY='NET HEAT FLUX'/ 
&BNDF QUANTITY='INCIDENT HEAT FLUX'/ 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=1.50/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', PBX=1.52/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBX=1.52/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=3.00/ 
 
&TAIL / 
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0.1 m Mesh - 3.1875 x 6.375 ft. wide window 
 

&HEAD CHID='3_1875x6_375', TITLE='Leap Frog'/ 
&TIME T_END=1.8000000E003/ 
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='3_1875x6_375.ge1'/ 
 
&MESH ID='1', IJK=30,45,45, XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,0.00,4.50/ 
 
&REAC ID='Methane', 
      FYI='AFT NIST Multi-Floor FDS5 Validation', 
      C=1.00, 
      H=4.00, 
      O=0.00, 
      N=0.00, 
      X_O2_LL=0.00/ 
 
&SURF ID='Window Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=3.8000000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Window Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.00/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.4100/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.54/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.73/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
&SURF ID='Room Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=1.7500000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Room Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.13,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.93,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,1.52,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='GAS', QUANTITY='VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', XYZ=1.52,1.52,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='GAS02', QUANTITY='VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', XYZ=1.52,1.52,1.48/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #2', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,1.75/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #3', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.06/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #4', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.36/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #5', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.67/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #6', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.97/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #7', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,3.28/ 
&DEVC ID='TIMER', QUANTITY='TIME', XYZ=0.00,0.00,0.00, SETPOINT=300.00/ 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,0.00,2.20, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Front 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,3.00,2.00,2.30, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Ceiling 
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&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,2.20,4.50, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 2nd Floor Front 
&OBST XB=0.95,2.05,-0.50,-0.4000,1.25,1.25, SURF_IDS='Window Burner','INERT','INERT', 
DEVC_ID='TIMER'/ Obstruction 
 
&HOLE XB=5.3000000E-001,2.4700000E000,-3.0000000E-001,0.0000000E000,5.1500000E-
001,1.4850000E000/ 1st Floor Window 
&HOLE XB=0.0000000E000,1.0000000E-001,5.0000000E-
001,2.5000000E000,2.0000000E000,2.3000000E000/ Hole 
&HOLE XB=2.9000000E000,3.0000000E000,5.0000000E-
001,2.5000000E000,2.0000000E000,2.3000000E000/ Hole 
 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,-1.50,0.00,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Min Y for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,4.50,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Max Z for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='Room Burner', XB=1.00,2.00,1.00,2.00,0.00,0.00/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=1.00,2.00,2.00,3.00,0.00,0.00/ Vent 
 
&BNDF QUANTITY='NET HEAT FLUX'/ 
&BNDF QUANTITY='INCIDENT HEAT FLUX'/ 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=1.50/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='oxygen', PBX=1.52/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBX=1.52/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=3.00/ 
 
&TAIL / 
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0.1 m Mesh – 3 x 3 ft. Window 
 
&HEAD CHID='3x3', TITLE='Leap Frog'/ 
&TIME T_END=1.8000000E003/ 
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='3x3.ge1'/ 
 
&MESH ID='1', IJK=30,45,45, XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,0.00,4.50/ 
 
&REAC ID='Methane', 
      FYI='AFT NIST Multi-Floor FDS5 Validation', 
      C=1.00, 
      H=4.00, 
      O=0.00, 
      N=0.00, 
      X_O2_LL=0.00/ 
 
&SURF ID='Window Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=5.2250000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Window Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.00/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.4100/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.54/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.73/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
&SURF ID='Room Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=1.7500000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Room Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.13,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.93,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,1.52,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #2', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,1.75/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #3', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.06/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #4', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.36/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #5', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.67/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #6', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.97/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #7', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,3.28/ 
&DEVC ID='TIMER', QUANTITY='TIME', XYZ=0.00,0.00,0.00, SETPOINT=300.00/ 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,0.00,2.20, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Front 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,3.00,2.00,2.30, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Ceiling 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,2.20,4.50, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 2nd Floor Front 
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&OBST XB=1.10,1.90,-0.50,-0.4000,1.27,1.27, SURF_IDS='Window Burner','INERT','INERT', 
DEVC_ID='TIMER'/ Obstruction 
 
&HOLE XB=1.0000000E000,2.0000000E000,-3.0000000E-001,0.0000000E000,5.0000000E-
001,1.5000000E000/ 1st Floor Window 
&HOLE XB=0.0000000E000,1.0000000E-001,5.0000000E-
001,2.5000000E000,2.0000000E000,2.3000000E000/ Hole 
&HOLE XB=2.9000000E000,3.0000000E000,5.0000000E-
001,2.5000000E000,2.0000000E000,2.3000000E000/ Hole 
 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,-1.50,0.00,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Min Y for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,4.50,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Max Z for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='Room Burner', XB=1.00,2.00,1.00,2.00,0.00,0.00/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=1.00,2.00,2.00,3.00,0.00,0.00/ Vent 
 
&BNDF QUANTITY='GAUGE HEAT FLUX'/ 
&BNDF QUANTITY='NET HEAT FLUX'/ 
&BNDF QUANTITY='INCIDENT HEAT FLUX'/ 
 
&ISOF QUANTITY='HRRPUV', VALUE=50.00/ 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=1.50/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBX=1.52/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=3.00/ 
 
&TAIL / 
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0.1 m Mesh – 6.375 x 3.1875 ft. tall window 

&HEAD CHID='6_375x3_1875', TITLE='Leap Frog'/ 
&TIME T_END=1.8000000E003/ 
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='6_375x3_1875.ge1'/ 
 
&MESH ID='1', IJK=30,45,45, XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,0.00,4.50/ 
 
&REAC ID='Methane', 
      FYI='AFT NIST Multi-Floor FDS5 Validation', 
      C=1.00, 
      H=4.00, 
      O=0.00, 
      N=0.00, 
      X_O2_LL=0.00/ 
 
&SURF ID='Window Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=5.3240000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Window Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.00/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.4100/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.54/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.73/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
&SURF ID='Room Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=1.7500000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Room Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.13,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.93,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,1.52,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #2', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,1.75/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #3', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.06/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #4', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.36/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #5', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.67/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #6', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.97/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #7', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,3.28/ 
&DEVC ID='TIMER', QUANTITY='TIME', XYZ=0.00,0.00,0.00, SETPOINT=300.00/ 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,0.00,2.20, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Front 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,3.00,2.00,2.30, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Ceiling 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,2.20,4.50, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 2nd Floor Front 
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&OBST XB=1.10,1.88,-0.50,-0.4000,1.74,1.74, SURF_IDS='Window Burner','INERT','INERT', 
DEVC_ID='TIMER'/ Obstruction 
 
&HOLE XB=1.0150000E000,1.9850000E000,-3.0000000E-001,0.0000000E000,3.0000000E-
002,1.9700000E000/ 1st Floor Window 
&HOLE XB=0.0000000E000,1.0000000E-001,5.0000000E-
001,2.5000000E000,2.0000000E000,2.3000000E000/ Hole 
&HOLE XB=2.9000000E000,3.0000000E000,5.0000000E-
001,2.5000000E000,2.0000000E000,2.3000000E000/ Hole 
 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,-1.50,0.00,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Min Y for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,4.50,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Max Z for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='Room Burner', XB=1.00,2.00,1.00,2.00,0.00,0.00/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=1.00,2.00,2.00,3.00,0.00,0.00/ Vent 
 
&BNDF QUANTITY='GAUGE HEAT FLUX'/ 
&BNDF QUANTITY='NET HEAT FLUX'/ 
&BNDF QUANTITY='INCIDENT HEAT FLUX'/ 
 
&ISOF QUANTITY='HRRPUV', VALUE=50.00/ 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=1.50/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBX=1.52/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=3.00/ 
 
&TAIL / 
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0.1 m Mesh – 4.25 x 2.125 ft. tall window 

&HEAD CHID='4_25x2_125', TITLE='Leap Frog'/ 
&TIME T_END=1.8000000E003/ 
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='4_25x2_125.ge1'/ 
 
&MESH ID='1', IJK=30,45,45, XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,0.00,4.50/ 
 
&REAC ID='Methane', 
      FYI='AFT NIST Multi-Floor FDS5 Validation', 
      C=1.00, 
      H=4.00, 
      O=0.00, 
      N=0.00, 
      X_O2_LL=0.00/ 
 
&SURF ID='Window Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      EMISSIVITY=1.00, 
      HRRPUA=6.9660000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Window Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.00/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.4100/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.54/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.73/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Window Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
&SURF ID='Room Burner', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      EMISSIVITY=1.00, 
      HRRPUA=1.7500000E003, 
      RAMP_Q='Room Burner_RAMP_Q'/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=0.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=300.00, F=0.76/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=600.00, F=0.86/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=900.00, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.2000000E003, F=0.92/ 
&RAMP ID='Room Burner_RAMP_Q', T=1.5000000E003, F=1.00/ 
 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.13,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Above 1st Window Inside Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.93,0.1524,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Bottom Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=2.30,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Mid', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,1.52,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Left', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,0.75,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='Floor Top Right', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=0.75,2.30,1.95/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #2', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,1.75/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #3', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.06/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #4', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.36/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #5', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.67/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #6', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,2.97/ 
&DEVC ID='TC #7', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=1.52,-0.4000,3.28/ 
&DEVC ID='TIMER', QUANTITY='TIME', XYZ=0.00,0.00,0.00, SETPOINT=300.00/ 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,0.00,2.20, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Front 
&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,3.00,2.00,2.30, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 1st Floor Ceiling 
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&OBST XB=0.00,3.00,-0.3000,0.00,2.20,4.50, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 2nd Floor Front 
&OBST XB=1.20,1.80,-0.50,-0.4000,1.42,1.42, SURF_IDS='Window Burner','INERT','INERT', 
DEVC_ID='TIMER'/ Obstruction 
 
&HOLE XB=1.1750000E000,1.8250000E000,-3.0000000E-001,0.0000000E000,3.5000000E-
001,1.6500000E000/ 1st Floor Window 
&HOLE XB=0.0000000E000,1.0000000E-001,5.0000000E-
001,2.5000000E000,2.0000000E000,2.3000000E000/ Hole 
&HOLE XB=2.9000000E000,3.0000000E000,5.0000000E-
001,2.5000000E000,2.0000000E000,2.3000000E000/ Hole 
 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,-1.50,0.00,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Min Y for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=0.00,3.00,-1.50,3.00,4.50,4.50, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Vent Max Z for 
MESH 
&VENT SURF_ID='Room Burner', XB=1.00,2.00,1.00,2.00,0.00,0.00/ Vent 
&VENT SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=1.00,2.00,2.00,3.00,0.00,0.00/ Vent 
 
&BNDF QUANTITY='GAUGE HEAT FLUX'/ 
&BNDF QUANTITY='NET HEAT FLUX'/ 
&BNDF QUANTITY='INCIDENT HEAT FLUX'/ 
 
&ISOF QUANTITY='HRRPUV', VALUE=50.00/ 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=1.50/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBX=1.52/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', PBX=3.00/ 
 
&TAIL / 
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